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(ABSTRACT)

This thesis studies equational theories incorporated into unification and describes
STAR, a stratified term rewriting system that achieves a full integration. STAR is an
advance over existing systems because it integrates an equational theory with unification
at a lower, more fundamental level. Certain properties of STAR are proven including
termination and confluence.

We also discuss the algorithmic complexity of the reduction algorithm, a vital compo-
nent of STAR. We compare our system with narrowing and discuss the merits and
drawbacks of each technique.

Since our system is an experimental integration of equation solving and unification, we
are not concerned with the efliciency of the implementation. We do propose, however,
some future improvements.
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1. Introduction

This thesis describes a theory that incorporates equation solving into conventional
unification. The computational model resulting from the theory is called stratified term
rewriting. Our theory integrates functions into logic programming at a lower level than
previous systems, and it demonstrates the power of stratified term rewriting systems.
Lower level integration is more efficient and theoretically desirable than if we were to
build separate logic and function evaluation systems that called each other. We illus-
trate the capabilities of our system, STAR, with an example and fmally outline the re-
mainder of the thesis.

1.1. The Goal

One of the most important and thoroughly researched modeling languages in computer
science is first order logic. Resolution based logic programming, a major area of artifi-
cial intelligence research, is based on first order logic. Resolution is the computational
model most frequently associated with first order logic. At the heart of resolution lies
unification, a formalized syntactic pattern matching algorithm.

Unification has in recent years received increasing attention from researchers in the field
of automated reasoning. Since unification is the heart of resolution, any improvement
in the unification algorithm means a significant improvement in resolution itself Efforts
to improve unification, for example, include attempts to create a parallel unification al-
gorithm, to speed up the occur-check, to create an algorithm for many-sorted logic, and
to create an algorithm for combining function evaluation and logic programming.

Unification has a very limited, syntactic nature: two functions with a functor followed
by an argument list unify only when the functors are identical and all their corresponding
arguments unify. This becomes a serious problem in situations that involve numeric
computation. As a simple example, ifwe try to unify X + 3 with 10-1 or ifwe try to unify
X+3 with 4+5 in a standard unification system, we will fail because

”+”
does not

syntactically match in the first case and 3 does not syntactically match 5 in the sec-
ond — they are not identical functors or constants. As we can see, however, X= 6 is the
correct answer: we want to extend the unification algorithm to allow solutions to these
kinds of problems.

Attempts to extend the power of unification have led to a search for ways to incorporate
function evaluation into standard unification. Many efforts have been made to build
function evaluation, or equation solving, into unification. Our method will provide an
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arithmetic unification algorithm, one that treats both symbolic and numeric unification
as the solution of simultaneous equations.

In this thesis, we will achieve arithmetic unification using term rewriting, a computa-
tional model that has recently emerged as an important field of study. Many people are
developing techniques and applications for term rewriting systems. A major research
direction concerns generating a canonical (i.e., noetherian - terminating - and confluent)
term rewriting system from an equational theory and perforrning unification using the
resulting system. There is a close relationship between unification and term rewriting
that we shall fully develop.

This thesis is devoted to achieving arithmetic unification through term rewriting.

Unification reformulated as equation solving is much more powerful than standard or
conventional unification. It eliminates some of the built-in deficiencies of standard
unification such as its purely syntactic nature. Using (improved) term rewriting tech-
niques to perform arithmetic unification sheds new light on the power and potential
applications of term rewriting.

1.2. Arithmetic Unüication and STAR

With the goal of achieving arithmetic unification, we have used an irnproved term re-
writing system, called stratified term rewriting system (STAR), that achieves unification
by solving simultaneous equations. For example, if STAR is requested to unify
foo(X+ 3, W) with foo(6,4-W), it will unify the two expressions giving the answer W= 2
and X= 3. Therefore, STAR can not only evaluate but also solve equations in a system
of numeric and symbolic computations. We are able to incorporate both the
associativity and commutativity laws of the addition function into unification, although
we do have to use an alternative set of rewrite rules rather than directly employing
comrnutativity. That is, we do not have rewrite rules that look like: x+y —» y+ x. In-
stead, we rewrite each numerical expression into a normal form. For example, both
5><z+2xx+4><y and 4xy+2><x+5><z are rewritten to 2><x+4><y+5><z and
found equal by subtraction, instead of using commutativity and direct comparison. The
rewrite rules to achieve this normal form are therefore more complicated. We will dis-
cuss them in greater detail in Chapter 4.

Our successful experimentation proves that stratified term rewriting is a very powerful
computational model and that linear and some non-linear equation solving can be effi-
ciently incorporated into standard unification.

Like every system, STAR has limitations. For example, STAR cannot solve all non-

linear equations, including systems of equations involving transcendental functions (for
example, exponential or triganometric functions). In fact, STAR mainly solves linear
equations except for several very simple non-linear cases.
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1.3. Example

We have run many examples using STAR. Here we discuss an outstanding example that
illustrates what we have achieved. Consider our version of the factorial program, which
is much simpler than the standard Prolog code:

factorial(0,1).
factorial(_n, _n&mul._x) :-

factorial(_n-1, _x).

Now we can not only run a ”normal" query, but also run it "backward". For example,
the "forward" query "factorial(2,_V)" (meaning "what’s the factorial for 2") will result in
"_V =

2”,
while the "backward" one ”factorial(_U,2)” (meaning "what's the number

whose factorial is 2") results in "_U= Z".

1.4. Outline of the Thesis

In Chapter 2 we review previous work and systems developed in related areas, compar-
ing their capabilities to STAR and explaining their defects. In Chapter 3 we analyse the

. technical difliculties of using term rewriting to incorporate solving systems of equations
into unification and propose our solution. In Chapter 4 we present our arithmetic
unification algorithm. Chapter 5 introduces stratitied term rewriting and presents our
system, STAR (Stratilied Term rewriting for ARithmetic unification), for implementing
arithmetic unification. Chapter 6 shows that S'TAR is terminating and confluent.
Chapter 7 presents results illustrating the use of STAR. Chapter 8 sums up the thesis
and gives a list of areas for future improvement.

I.Introduction3



2. Literature Review

This chapter reviews research work performed in related areas. We will first look at the
standard unification and E-unification. Next we will study equational theories. Then
we review term rewriting and narrowing. Afterward we look at unification treated as
equation solving. Finally we give a brief overview of Bertrand and its use in our STAR.

2.1. Unyicatzon and E-Unüication

The concept of resolution was first introduced by J.A. Robinson[Robi 65]. It introduced
and used the concept of unification, which is the theme of this thesis. The unification
algorithm that Robinson proposed always terrninates and returns a unifier for the non-
empty set A of terms to be unified. It is syntactic in the sense that all terms in A are
(syntactically) identical after the unifier is applied to them.

There have been considerable research efforts to extend the standard unification algo-
rithm. One of the extensions allows augmentation of unification with an equational
theory and is called E-Unification. This extension was motivated by various computer
science interests such as automatic theorem proving, software specification, term re- °

writing, and the combination of logic and functional prograrnrning. The most heavily
studied equational theories include axioms for commutativity, associativity,
idempotence, distributivity, and their combinations. Among the pioneering researchers
in the field, M. Fay [Fay 79] gave a T-unification algorithm where T is an equational
theory expressed using a technique known as "term rewriting." J.M. Hullot [Hull 80]
studied the relationship between another technique called "narrowing” and unification
and gave a new version of Fay’s algorithm. He also gave a sufficient condition for the
termination of the algorithm. P. Rety et al [ReKi 85] improved these algorithms even
further. However, the term rewriting systems based on equational theories admitted in
all of these algorithms are canonical, i.e., noetherian and confluent. This is a very heavy
restriction on the equational theory since very often an equational theory does not have
a corresponding canonical term rewriting system, such as when commutativity is in-
volved, for example. Less restrictive term rewriting systems are certainly desired to de-
scribe equational theories.

J. You and P.A. Subrahmanyam [YoSu 86] were able to develop an E·unification algo-
rithm that does not rely on the termination of the term rewriting system involved. Their
system only has to be closed, left linear, and non-repetitive (while certain input terms
do not require the non—repetition property). See [YoSu 86] for definitions and details.
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2.2. Equatzonal Theorzes

Typical equational theories contain the following elements: a set of (numerical) opera-
tors, a domain (usually a set of numbers) on which the operations are to be applied, and
a set of equations that define the operational semantics of the equational theory (or, the
scope of calculations). Following is an example of an equational theory:

l. X+Y = Y+ X
2. (X+Y) +Z = X + (Y+Z)
3. X+0 = X
4. X+(-X) =0

where "+ " and
"-”

are the only operators in the theory, and the set of rational numbers
is the domain.

There are two main ways in which researchers have incorporated equation solving into
unification: equational logic and computational logic. Equational logic is in fact func-
tion evaluation without any genuine inference capability: it cannot make any inference
until all parameters are ground. Computational logic, on the other hand, is a deduction
engine and works at the same level as unification - i.e., it is a full inference engine for
numeric computation (while resolution using unitication is an inference engine for sym-
bolic computation). With computational logic, we are able to perform numeric oper-
ations without having all the parameters be ground.

One of the major computational logic models is term rewriting. It is so important to the
purpose of this thesis that we devote a separate section to it.

2.3. Term Rewriting and Narrowing

Term rewriting can be used as a computational model in areas such as automated theo-
rem proving, programming language design and development, and databases. lt is an
operational interpretation of algebraic specifications from a logic point of view. For
example, an algebraic specification in the form of an equation,
x><(y+z)=x><y+xxz,
can be interpreted operationally as rewriting an expression of the form x x (y + z) into

x x y + x x z. This is usually expressed as x >< (y + z)—»x x y + x x z in term rewriting
notation. That is, term rewriting defines exactly how to realise or implement the alge-
braic specification.

Typically, a term rewriting system is associated with an equational theory. In other
words, term rewriting systems are often used to describe an equational theory. The set
of equations describing an equational theory are typically made into a set ofrewrite rules
by simply changing all two-way equation relations into one-way rewrite relations. This
change helps reduce the useless derivations and infinite loops caused by two-way
equations by placing restrictions on the control. More specifically, we allow the deri-
vation in one direction instead of both directions. This control is achieved by designing
appropriate rewrite rules. A Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm [Knße 70] is used to
guarantee the confluence of tl1is rule set by generating new rules utilizing critical pairs.
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For the example equational theory we gave in Section 2.2 but without the commutativity
axiom, the Knuth-Bendix procedure gives the following canonical term rewriting rules
([HuOp 80] and [Stic 81]):

l. X + 0 —> X
2. X + -X —> O
3. (X+Y)+Z —> X+(Y+Z)
4. 0+X —> X
5. -X + X -> 0
6. -X + (X+Y) —» Y
7. -0 —> 0
8. -(-X) —> X
9. X+(-X + Y) -» Y
10. -(X+Y) —» (-Y) + (-X)

There does not exist a canonical term rewriting system for the original equational theory.

The terrnination and confluency properties of term rewriting systems were heavily
studied by researchers. Among them were: [Gom 67], [ltur 67], [Knße 70], [MaNe 70],
[Gorn 73], [Lank 75a,b,77], [LiSn 77], [Plai 78a,b], [DeMa 79], [Lank 79], [KaLe 80], [Pett
81], [JoMu 84], [KaNa 85], [BaPl 85], [BaDe 86], [Rusi 87], and [Ders 87]. Basically they
find some kind of ordering on terms or Operators for the term rewriting system at hand,
and prove termination under such orderings. Many theorems were proven along these
lines, such as linearity, non-repetitiveness, etc. It turned out that there are different de-
grees of termination, such as weakly terminating, quasi terminating, and strongly termi-
nating. Strongly terminating is also called finitely terminating, uniformly terminating,
and noetherian. Termination is a necessary condition for confluency.

Term rewriting has an alternative form, an improvement, called ”conditional term re-
writing." Conditional term rewriting rules are similar to conditional instructions in pro-
gramming languages and case analysis in proof methods. A conditional rewrite rule is
a conventional rewrite rule with a condition attached to its end. For example, "f(x) —>

x if x> O" is a conditional rewrite rule. lt specifies that the rewrite of a term in the form
”f(x)" into

"x”
takes place only when x is a positive number. The advantage of condi-

tional rewrite rules is that some conflicts can be avoided. When more than one rule
normally applies, for example, only the one with the appropriate condition would match
in the corresponding conditional term rewriting system.

D. Brand [BrDa 78] and D.S. Lankford [Lank79] were the first to introduce conditional
term rewriting systems. U. Pletat et al [PlEn 82], J. Bergstra et al [BeKl 82], and K.
Drosten [Dros 83] have conducted research on rewrite rules' syntactic aspects such as
linearity, while S.L. Remy [Remy 83] studied the confluence aspects. S. Kaplan [Kapl
84] extended the Knuth-Bendix procedure for conditional term rewriting systems.

Narrowing is basically the application of term rewriting to unifying a pair of terms. This
usually happens in the context of an equational theory. In fact, narrowing is a key step
in E—unification. For example, when we try to unify two terms, X+ 3 and 4+5 under
an equation theory including the addition function, we rewrite the terms first, ir1to
X+ 1+ 1+ 1 and 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1 + 1, respectively. This rewriting step is called
narrowing. Then we apply the standard unification to the "narrowed" terms, and obtain
the answer X= 1+ 1+ 1+ 1 + 1+ 1, or X= 6. Therefore, in some sense term rewriting is
part of the narrowing process.
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Narrowing was first introduced by J.R. Slagle ]Slag 74] and then studied by M. Fay and
J.M. Hullot [Fay 79] [Hull 80]. It is used in EQLOG [GoMe 85]. Narrowing's imple-
mentations include RITE ]JoDe 86] and NARROWER [ReKi 85]. Recent works on
narrowing include a study of basic narrowing techniques [Rety 87] and a new study of
RITE [JoDe 89].

2.4. Unüication as Equation Solving 2

Colmerauer has proposed a tree algebra to describe unification [Colm 82]. In this alge-
bra, terms become trees, and mfinite self referential structures are simply infinite trees —

rational or irrational. Rational infinite trees can be represented by finite graphs. This
makes it possible to accept rather than avoid infmite self referential terms. lt thus be-
comes natural to represent binding or unifying relations in unification in the form of
equations. Thus, Colmerauer developed the idea of treating unification as the solution
of simultaneous (symbolic) equations.

From another point of view, treating unification as constraint satisfaction leads to the
simultaneous equation solving idea.

Let us look at an example of how unification can be done in a tree algebra equation
theory. Suppose we were to unify two terms, "foo(x,uux, y)" and ”foo(y,x, uuuy)”, where
"u" is a unary operator. Colmerauer generates some equations for three sets:

set S that contains the equations x= uux and y= uuuy;
set T that isempty in the beginning;
set Z that contains the equation x= y.

After applying his reduction algorithm to these equation sets, Colmerauer obtains the
resulting unifier set {x= uux, y= uuuy}.

2.5. Bertrand

Leler [Lele 88a] recently designed a constraint programming system called Bertrand.
His original intention was to design a language that could be easily used to describe a
constraint satisfaction system. He eventually created an "augmented term rewriting
system" in which programmers can implement particular constraint satisfaction systems.

An augmented term rewriting system is one that adds the following features to conven-
tional term rewriting systems:
•

It has a way to bind values to atoms or variables using an "is" operator. During
rewriting, when a variable (say X) is bound to some constant value (say 4), a binding
would be generated in the subject expression in the form

”X
is 4" therefore binding

X to 4. This new binding is treated as a new rewrite rule in the sense that all oc-
currences of X (globally) are rewritten to 4 by Bertrand.

•
There are name spaces for variables. Each time a variable has a binding, the value
to which the variable is bound to is stored in the corresponding name space for the
variable. Also, there is a labeling system that keeps track of the rules and their
variables.
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•
The user can define new data types and operators (such as

”+ ”)
easily in Bertrand.

Data types are treated as operators, and they form a hierarchy in which each data
type may have at most one supertype and each supertype may have any (finite)

. number of subtypes.

Bertrand is a general purpose constraint satisfaction language constructor (like a
compiler-compiler) that has augmented term rewriting rules as its statements. One of its
major features is its capability to handle numerical equations — it can solve simultaneous
equations as if they formed a constraint satisfaction system. Bertrand can also handle
graphics and other problems by treating them as constraint satisfaction problems, and
it has a better trade-off of efliciency and completeness than all other existing constraint
satisfaction systems.

Compared with other (conventional) term rewriting systems, Bertrand is superior be-
cause it has features such as global substitution and data type hierarchy. Also unique
to Bertrand is its uniform treatment of expressions and equations by treating the equal
sign as a Boolean operator. Bertrand’s expressive power allows the programmer to de-
scribe and solve simultaneous equations easily. In addition, since Bertrand allows the
convenience of defining abstract data types and operators, it is relatively easy to add a
new function to the system if it can be defined in terms of an equational theory. For
example, we could add the multiplication function easily to the system by adding new
data types and operators, and new rewrite rules to the system. No reorganization of the
entire system is required to make such additions. Conditional rewriting systems may be
able to simulate a type system added to rewriting by using type statements written as
conditions (by analogy with the handling of types in the LOGIN language [AKNa 86]).
If this technique could be made to work, however, it would run much more slowly than
a rewrite system with type structure built directly into the language.

The following simple program illustrates some of Bertrand’s features:

#type 'boolean
#primitive true ’boolean
#primitive false ’boolean ·
#0p & left l00 ’boolean
#op ~ prefix 200 ’boolean
~true {false} °

~false {true}
a & true {a}
true & a {a}
a & false {false}
false & a {false}

The first 3 lines defme the data type hierarchy for the program. The following 2 lines
define the operators of the program. Note that "left" and "prefix" here are associativity
notations and "l00" and "200" are precedence notations. The last 6 lines define the re-
write relations. Now if we want to run the query ”true & ~ false & ~true", we append
the following lines to the program:

main{true & ~false & ~true}.

Note that the operator associativity and precedence provide an implied grouping for the
above expression. It is in fact grouped as follows: "(true & ~false) & ~true". Since no
rule directly matches the expression, Bertrand rewrites the leftmost subexpression first,
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which is "true & ~false". According to the rewrite rules, this subexpression is rewritten
into "~f’alse". Therefore the first rewrite step reduces the subject expression to: "~false
& ~true" where the grouping is "(~false) & ~true". Since no rewrite rule matches di-
rectly, the next rewrite is applied to the subexpression ”~false". So after the second re-
write the subject expression becomes "true & ~true". By the rewrite rule set, this is
directly rewritten into "~ true" in the next step. And the next, final step rewrites "~
true" into "false" directly, which is the result of the query.

STAR is the first attempt to use Bertrand for arithmetic unification, although Leler
claimed that it is a "comm0n mistake" or "deficiency" to ”try to use Bertrand like a logic
programming language". But he "would love to see someone combine Bertrand with a
logic programming language" [Lele 88b]. We are very proud that we have succeeded in
using Bertrand in a logic programming context. There are some limitations, however,
that prevent us from fully utilizing all of the advanced features of Bertrand, such as
variable binding and string comparison - the "is" operator does not work for symbolic
(non-numeric) values and Bertrand is unable to compare two strings alphabetically.
Such limitations greatly reduce the efficiency of STAR. Nevertheless, STAR is still an
innovative arithmetic unification theoretically.
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3. Problem Analysis

In this chapter, we discuss in more technical detail the background of term rewriting
systems and the difliculty of applying them to arithmetic unification; we also propose
our solution to the problem.

First we show the undecidability and therefore the undesirability of a full function eval-
uation built into unification. Next we set up a restriction on the functions that we shall
allow. Finally we propose our stratified term rewriting solution.

3.1. Complete Function Evaluation

Normal unification works by syntactic matching; functions are never evaluated. Our
goal in this thesis is to incorporate a function evaluation capability into unification.
Here by ”incorporating" function evaluation or equation solving into unification, we
mean the following procedure. When a set of equations between unifying pairs is set
up to derive a unifier by the unification algorithm (as in [Colm 84]), we add to these
equations the set of equations that make up the equational theory we are incorporating.
For example, if our equational theory includes the addition function, and we are trying
to unify the terms foo(X+ 3, 1) and foo(Y+4, Y-3), we would first derive the set of
equations {foo = foo, X+ 3 = Y+ 4, 1 = Y-3}, and add to it the equations that specify
properties of addition:

X + 0 = X
X + -X = 0

(X+Y)+Z=X+(Y+Z)
X + Y = Y + X

Given this set of equations, a unification algorithm that incorporates addition function
would give the answer set of equations {X= 5, Y=4}.

The full theory of function evaluation was discovered by Church ([Chur 4l]);_ he called
his theory the A calculus. Unfortunately, A calculus is equivalent to third order logic,
and Huet has proven that unification in third order logic is undecidable ([Huet 73]). So
unification incorporating A calculus must be undecidable, too. This immediately directs
our attention away from incorporating the full A calculus into unification because we
want an algorithmic unification system.
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3.2. LoweringExpectationsAlthough

we cannot build a complete function evaluation capability into unification,
we can still build in some useful functions. This naturally creates a tradeoff between
decidability and completeness. A complete function evaluation capability (in the ex-
treme, using ). calculus ) results in undecidability; decidability, therefore, requires a cer-
tain degree of incompleteness. Since we cannot have full completeness, we must choose
a subset of evaluable functions to incorporate into unilication. This choice must allow
unilication to be decidable while at the same time achieving as much completeness as
possible.

The idea of restricting the class of functions was inspired by Ernest Davis (see [Davi 87]).
He classilies the evaluable functions into four kinds: transcendental (e.g., exponential,
sin, cos, etc.), polynomial, linear, and inequalities. We shall work only with equalities
(i.e., non-inequalities) in this thesis. Solving simultaneous equations with polynomials
requires exponential time (see [Davi 87]). Therefore we choose to include in our arith-
metic unification algorithm only linear functions.

Note that even though we do not evaluate functions with higher complexity than linear,
we do keep equations involving non-linear functions as constraints on future unification
and perform non-linear function evaluation when all the necessary variable bindings are
complete. For example, we keep the non-linear equation

3xXxXxX+4xY—4=0

until X is bound to 2, which yields
”Y

= -5". We do not solve this equation without X
being bound to a constant term.

3.3. Stratüied Term Rewriting as a Solution

Now that we have decided to incorporate linear equation solving into uniiication, we
need a tool in addition to an equational theory to achieve it.

In the long struggle to incorporate function evaluation into unilication, two approaches
stand out as the most promising: equational logic and computational logic. Many
people have worked on the computational logic approach, and we chose this approach,
too, because we think it has the most potential for success. Of course, another reason
is to show that a powerful term rewriting system like Bertrand can be used to implement
logic programming languages.

An important aspect of computational logic is the theory of term rewriting. The idea is
to generate a canonical term rewriting system from the equational theory that we wish
to incorporate in unilication ([HuOp 80]). One way to do this is to first change the

”=
"s

in the equational theory to "—»"s (thus obtaining a set of rewrite rules), then run the set
of rewrite rules through the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm to form a canonical
term rewriting system.

A corresponding canonical term rewriting system, however, does not always exist since
an equation stating cornmutativity when written as a rewrite rule sends rewrite systems
into an infinite loop. We can therefore see that standard term rewriting is not enough
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for our goal: incorporating a complete equational theory into unification without sacri-
ficing the power of standard unification.

Let's look at the problem another way. lf we could find an alternative to the
comrnutativity rule, then we might be able to create a canonical term rewriting system.
Perhaps we could change the commutativity rule syntactically while maintaining its se-
mantics. This thought gives rise to the following idea: whenever two terms normally
commute, our new rule(s) shall be directional, i.e., commutation of these two terms can
occur in only one direction. Intuitively, this means that when we have a (sub)expression
in the form X+ Y, we may or may not be able to apply our new commutativity rule(s)
to it; and in case we may, the result of the rewrite rule should prevent its being rewritten
to X+ Y again, directly or indirectly.

We do not rule out the possibility that several new rules may be needed to replace the
rule

”X
+ Y —> Y + X". As a matter of fact, we may even make the new rules specific

to our needs (i.e., not generic).

The idea of creating rules that may only fit our particular purpose, e.g., to solve linear
equations, leads to the following thought: we can make up a convention so that all nu-
meric expressions have a standard form, and our rewrite rules rewrite numeric ex-
pressions in such a fashion that they are only rewritten toward this standard form. This
should help us solve our problem with the comrnutativity rule.

‘

One obvious standard form for an arbitrary numeric expression groups and arranges all
of its linear terms in alphabetical order and puts them to the left of the expression.

For example, the standard form of the non-linear expression
X3><4+ Y><s—6x W

could be rewritten to

—6x W+5>< Y+4xX3.

This recognition of data forms (e.g., recognizing whether something is a linear term)
naturally calls for typing the data and ordering of the operators by associativity and
precedence. That is, in such a system rewrite rules need to match only objects that have
the proper types. This typing of data apparently reduces the number of rules all of
which would otherwise match one object. The operator ordering, on the other hand,
also reduces the overlapping of rules (two rules are said to overlap if they can both
match some common object).

For example, suppose the following rules are present in a term rewriting system:
X+Y+Z—»X+(Y+Z)

X +· Y —» (X) + Y
The object

”a
+ b + c" could now be rewritten to any of the following forms:

a -l·- (b + C)
a + ((b)+c)

(a) + (b + c)
(a + b) + C

where a, b, and c are constants.
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But if we add type constraints to the rewrite rules, we would have the following new
rules:

X’constant + Y’constant + Z’c0nstant —+X + (Y+ Z)
X + Y -> (X) -+- Y.

The same object will now only match the first rule and return "a+ (b +
c)”

(assuming that
a, b, and c are declared as constants). lt would not match the second rule because the
first rule is more "spec1fic".

Term rewriting plus typing will hereafter be called ”stratified term rewriting”. The im-
portance of typing was already shown in the example above. Typing elirninates colli-
sions when matching and guarantees that the resulting system is canonical (i.e.,
terminating and confluent which we prove in Chapter 6.

3.4. Summary

In this chapter we discussed the goal of incorporating a full function evaluation capa-
bility into unilication, its difficulties, and our decision to restrict the class of functions.
We also described stratified term rewriting as a solution. The next two chapters shall
present our solution in full detail.
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4. Arithmetic Umfication

In this chapter we review the concepts
of“

normal unification, introduce an equational
theory, and then present an arithmetic unification algorithm.

There are three sections in this chapter. Section 4.l discusses normal unification. Sec-
tion 4.2 presents an equational theory. Section 4.3 introduces arithmetic unification and
presents an arithmetic unification algorithm.

4.1. Normal Unäication

4.1.1. Terminology

First, we give some definitions that lead up to normal unification.

Defn. 4.1 -— A term is defined inductively as follows:

A. A variable is a term.
B. A constant is a term.
C. If“f“is an n-ary function and 1,, ..., 1,, are terms, thenf(1,, ..., 1,) is a term.

Terms without variables are called ground terms.

Defn. 4.2 — If p is an n-ary predicate and 1,, ...,1, are terms, then p(1,, ..., 1,) is an atom.
Specifically, atoms without variables are called ground atoms.

Defn. 4.3 — A literal is an atom or the negation of an atom, called a positive literal and
a negative literal respectively.

Def“n. 4.4 — A simple expression is either a term or an atom.

Defn. 4.5 — An expression is either a term, a literal, or a conjunction( A ) or disjunction
_ ( v ) of literals.

Expressions without variables are ground expressions.

Defn. 4.6 — A substitution is a function that matches a finite set
of“

distinct variables to
a set of terms. We write a substitution in the form { x, = 1,, ...,x,= 1, } where x, is
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matched to 1,, i = l , , n. and each 1, is distinct from v, . The matching of variable v
to term t is called a binding for v, and v is said to be bound to t.

When speaking of a substitution for a simple expression E, we mean a substitution for
the set of variables in E.

For example, 0 = {X = 3, Y= 4} is a substitution for the term x+y; (x+y)
•

0 yields the
expression 3 + 4. Traditional unification algorithms cannot perform arithmetic, so 3 +4
is left unevaluated.

The following is a key concept in the context of unification.

Defn. 4.7 — Let S be a finite set of simple expressions. A substitution 0 is called a unifier
for S if S • 0 is a singleton (i.e., a set with one element). A unifier 0 for S is called a
most general uniüer (mgu) for S, if for each unifier 6 of S there exists a substitution y
such that 6 = 0

•
y

For example, for S = {f(x,a), y, f(b, z)}, 0 = {x= b, y=f(b,a),z=a} is a unifier, as S •

0 = {f(b,a)}. In this particular case 0 is also the most general unifier.

Defn. 4.8 — The process of finding a unifier 0 for a set of simple expressions S is called
unification.

Although unification is about one pair of simple expressions, in reality we find it very
common to unify a set of simple expression pairs simultaneously. For the sake of rep-
resentation, we denote each pair in the form of a special equation, hereafter called the
unifying equation, s, UNIFY z,, where s, and t, are simple expressions to be unified. For
simplicity, we sometimes call unifying equations simply ”equations" in the rest of the
thesis. We represent unification differently than usual because we are going to deal with
numeric equation solving in our arithmetic unification introduced below. The idea of
equation notation came from Colmerauer (see [Colmerauer]). The theme of Chapter 5
will be solving (different kinds of) simultaneous equations.

Defn. 4.9 — Applying a unifier to a set of unifying equations means applying the unifier
to each variable occurring in any unifying equation in the set.

For example, given the set ofequations S = {f(X,4) UNIFY f(W,Y),V UNIFY 3} and the
unifier U= {W=4,X= 3}, S

•
U = S' = {f(3,4) UNIFY f(4, Y), V UNIFY 3}.

4.1.2. Algorithm

We present here a version of the unification algorithm. The novel feature of this pres-
entation is the treatment of normal unification as a solution of simultaneous equations.

Unification Algorithm:

Given initial sets S and U, where S is a set of unifying equations, and U is empty (the
unifier-to-be), the following procedure computes the unifier U, leaving S empty.

I. lf S is not empty, choose any equation
s UNIFY t

in S and remove it from S. Apply the following steps to this equation.

2. If s and t are the same variable, go to step 1.
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3. lf either s or t is a variable that does not occur in the other, then add s = t or t =
s to U, making sure a variable is on the left hand side, and modify S by applying U to
it, then go to step l; otherwise (either s or t is a variable that occurs in the other), fail.

4. If s and t are the same constant, then go to step 1; if s and t are different constants,
then fail.

5. Ifs and t are of the formj(s,, ..., s,,) andj(1,, ..., 1,,), n 2 I, then add the following new
unifying equations to S: s, UNIFY 1,, i = I, ..., n and go to step 1.

6. Ifs and t are of the formj(s,, ..., s,,) and g(1,,..., 1,„) where m, n 2 l and either m 9* n
or f 7é 8, then fail.

4.1.3. Example

As an example, let S be the set { f( X, a, 4) UNIFY f(b, Y, Z), c UNIFY W } where
capital letters represent variables. After unification, we get the unifier U = {X=b,
Y=a,Z=4,W=c}. I

The following is an account of what happens when we apply the algorithm to S.

Initially, S is not empty, so we choose "f(X,a,4) UNIFY f(b,Y,Z)" and remove it from S
which then becomes {c UNIFY W}. Apply step 5 to the equation, and add to S

”X

UNIFY b", "a UNIFY Y", and "4 UNIFY Z", making S {X UNIFY b, a UNIFY Y, 4
UNIFY Z, c UNIFY W}.

Now we have finished one round, and start the second by choosing and removing
”X

UNIFY b" from S. Apply step 3 and add X= b to U. Applying U to S, S remains un-
changed because X does not occur in any equation in S.

The third round starts with "a UNIFY Y" being removed from S. Apply step 3 and add
Y= a to U. Applying U to S, S remains unchanged.

Start the fourth round by removing "4 UNIFY Z" from S. Apply step 3 and add Z=4
to U. Apply U to S which remains unchanged.

Start the fifth round by removing "c UNIFY W" from S. Apply step 3 and add W= c
to U. Apply U to S which remains unchanged.

S is now empty, so the unification terrninates successfully, leaving S empty and U equal
to {X=b, Y= a, Z=4, W= c}.

4.2. Equational Theory

Notice that the unification algorithm we presented could not fmd a unifier for the set
{X + 3 UNIFY Y + 4}, because 3 aé 4 although f = g

("+”
in this case), thus failing

the unification. Now, we want the unification algorithm to be more powerful, to be able
to accept the concept of an equational theory and get the correct answers ({X= 4, Y= 3}
in this case).
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}
In order to achieve this, we shall first define the equational theory that we want to in-
corporate into normal unification. Our equational theory handles all of the following
operators when their operands are constants:

+, —-, x , /, A , A A , —-, sin, cos, tan, atan, floor, round
where A is the power operator (a A b means a°) and A A signifies scientific notation (a
A A b means a x IO"). The two —'s are subtraction and unary minus, respectively. The
functions sin, cos, tan, and atan are the usual trigonometric functions. The floor and
round functions are unary operators where floor(x) is the greatest integer equal to or less
than x, and round(x) is the integer closest to x.

We handle some non-constant and non-linear equations as well, as described by the
following simplification equations.
•

X + 0 = 0 + X = X• X—Y=X+(——lxY)•
X x 0 = 0 x X = 0•
1 x X = X x l = X• X / a = l/a x X• — X = —l x X•
—a=0-a•
X + Y = Y + X•
X x Y = Y x X• (X+Y)+Z=X+(Y+Z)=X+Y+Z•
(XxY)xZ= Xx(YxZ)= XxYxZ• Xx(Y+Z)=XxY+XxZ• X A 0 = l• X A l = X• aAAb=axl0Ab

We are assuming the linearity of all the variables occurring above, i.e., we assume that
all capitalized letters represent only linear arithmetic expressions as defined below, and
we also assume that the lower case letters represent ground expressions.

Defn. 4.lO -A numeric (or arithmetic) expression defined by our equational theory is any
combination of variables and real numbers operated on by any combination of numeric
operators in the equational theory.

Defn. 4.11 — A linear (arithmetic or numeric) expression is defined inductively as follows.

1. A single variable is a linear expression called a variablized (linear) expression.
2. A real number is a linear expression.
3. Real numbers operated on by any combination of arithmetic operations in our

equational theory form a ground (or constant) linear (or numeric) expression.
4. Two (variablized) linear expressions connected by + or — form a new (variablized)

linear expression.
5. A variablized linear expression connected by

”x"
with a ground linear expression (or

constant (numeric) expression) forms a new variablized linear expression.
6. A variablized linear expression connected by "/" with a non-zero, ground linear ex-

pression (with the ground expression being the divider) forms a new variablized lin-
ear expression.

Defn. 4.l2 — A non-linear expression is a numeric expression that is not linear.
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i Most non·linear expressions are not handled in our theory mainly due to poor efficiency
and the general unsolvability of equations involving transcendental operators such as
sine, cosine, etc., as explained in [Davis].

Defn. 4.13 — A numeric context is defined as follows:

l. Any numeric constant is in a numeric context.
2. For any legal term of the form a(t,, ..., r„) where a is an arithmetic operator in the

equational theory and n 2 1, the term itself, a(r,, ..., z„), and every r, (i= l, ..., n) is in
a numeric context.

3. For any equation s= t, if one of s or t is in a numeric context, then the other is too.

For example, variable X in the term 4+ X is in a numeric context, according to the sec-
ond rule in the definition above.

As another example, the expression 4 x f(X, Y) + 3 is illegal because the subterm f(X,
Y) is not a defined numeric expression.

4.3. Arithmetic Unüicatiorz

Now that we have both normal unification and an equational theory, we shall expand
(or modify) the normal unification algorithm into a more powerful arithmetic unification
algorithm.

4.3.1. Overview

Note that we cannot solve non-linear equations with unbound variables, so we are likely
to have some unsolved non-linear equations along with the unbound variables involved
by the end of a unification. These equations can be resolved only when_ enough variables
become bound to ground numeric expressions. Therefore in the following algorithm we
need a number of different sets:
•

U(nify) which contains ”norma1” unifying equations to be solved, each in the form
"s UNIFY t"; this is form of the input;• G(round) which contains bindings of variables to ground terms (numeric or non-
numeric);•
F(uncti0n) which contains equations of the form v=f(r,, ..., t„) where n 2 1, v is a
variable, and f is not an arithmetic operator defined in our equational theory;

Equations of the form "variable = variable" belong in this set, too, since before a
variable is bound, it has the potential to be bound to either symbolic or numeric
values. lf we put "variab1e = variable" in L(inear) as defined below, we eliminate
the possibility that these two variables involved may take symbolic values.

• L(inear) which contains equations of the form v= a(r,_..., r,_) where n 2 1, v is a var-
iable, and a is an arithmetic operator defined in the equational theory;

• N(onlinear) which contains equations of the form q= 0 where q is a non-linear ex-
pression; _

• V(ariab1e) which contains variables that have (or should have) numenc values. The
necessity for V can be seen from the following example.
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Suppose that during unification, variable x is found to occur in a numeric context.
Now if we see "w= x", we would know immediately that w must have numeric val-
ues. This way the unification fails sooner should an equation like "w= f(a)", where
f is not an arithmetic operator defined in our equational theory, come up later in the
algorithm.

Apparently V is not part of the final most general unifier, but it can be viewed as a
constraint on the unification algorithm.

Defn. 4.14 —- lf by the end of unification N is not empty, we say that termination of the
unification is partial. Unification is said to be complete ifN is empty upon termination.
(Note that partial completion occurs when the set of simultaneous equations is under-
determined and must be carried over to further unifications.)

Among all of these sets F, L, N, and G contain all the variable bindings that together
make up the unifier. They have been separated because bindings change during unifi-
cation, and because they have different modification algorithms (explained in detail be-
low). We will present the modification algorithms after the unification algorithm.
Basically, as the unification algorithm computes the most general unifier for the set of
input equations, every time a new binding (in the form of an equation) is created, we
need to modify some of the sets U, F, L, N, G, and V to be sure that the binding is
substituted appropriately throughout the whole list of equations.) Note here that we
start with a possibly non-empty set of unifiers (carried over from previous unifications
in the context of a logic program with arithmetic involved, for example).

Before giving the formal algorithm, we will describe the algorithm informally.

We can get a sense of how the arithmetic unification algorithm works as follows. We
will generate variable bindings just as in normal unification, but when arithmetic func-
tions are encountered, we allow reduction (which is in a sense function evaluation) in-
stead of one-to·one syntactic argument matching. For example, if we have 3+X
UNIFY 4+Y, we generate the equation 3+X — (4+ Y)=0 and reduce it to X= Y+ l,
which is a binding for X. As another example, we reduce

A

"5xZ+ Xx(Yx4+ Z/5)+Z><4=
0”

to
"9xZ+4xXxY+0.2><XxZ=O” °

which does not yield an immediate variable binding because it is a non-linear equation,
and we have no way of reducing either

”4
x X x Y" or "0.2 x X x Z". We also cannot

reduce the equation 3 >< X A 2 - Y = 0. ln this case we get an unresolved equation and
some unresolved variables (X and Y here). Later on in the unification process, however,
we may determine that X= 4, and with appropriate substitutions, the non-linear
equation has become linear. This is why we must modify N, the set of non-linear
equations. For similar reasons, L is a separate set, and its members are "candidates" for
later inclusion in G, the set of ground bindings of variables. Similarly, bindings of vari-
ables to general functions (represented by equations in F) may become ground, too. But
the ways to work with these bindings are so different that we decided to distinguish them
by means of categorization — i.e., by sets.

During unification, we check the sets U, G, L, F, N, and V each time a new equation is
generated. Other than the fact that we have more types of bindings (signified by those
sets) and that equations may move around between sets when new bindings occur, the
following algorithm is based on the same principles as the one in Section 4.1.
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The arithmetic unification algorithm described below calls for modification algorithms for
sets V, U, F, L, and N. lt also calls for a reduction algorithm. All of these ”accessary
algorithms" will be presented after the main algorithm.

4.3.2. Algorithm

Given the initial sets U, G, F, L, N, and V each as explained above, the following pro-
cedure computes G, F, L, N, and V until either U is empty or failure occurs.

1. lf U and N are both empty, terminate successfully.
If U is empty but N is not, terminate partially.
If U is not empty, choose any equation in U: s UNIFY t, and remove it from U.

2. If s and t are the same constant, then go to step 1.
lf s and t are different constants, then fail.

3. lf s and t are the same variable, then go to step l.
lf s and t are different variables, and none of them was in V before, then add s= t or t= s
(whichever is alphabetically smaller is on the right hand side) to F and call the modifi-
cation algorithms for U and F — {s=t (or t=s)} respectively with argument s=t (or
t= s); if at least one of them was in V before, then add s=t or t= s to L and call the
modification algorithms for U, L — {s=t (or t= s)}, F, and N. Go to step l. (This
basically substitutes all occurrences of s in U, V, F, L, and N by t, and check the con-
sistency of the resulting equations.)

4. If one of s or t is a variable, say s for argument’s sake, and s occurs in t, then fail.
If s does not occur in t, and t is:

A. a constant, then add s= t to G, call the modification algorithms for V, U, F, L,
and N respectively with s= t, and go to step l. (This substitutes all occurrences of
s in the input and current non·ground variable bindings by t. It also puts s(t) into
V should t(s) already be there.)
B. a function in the form f(1,, ..., 1,,) where n 2 l, and f is not an arithmetic operator
in the equational theory, then add s= f(1,, ..., 1,,) to F, call modification algorithms for
U, V, F - {s= f(1,_..., 1,,)}, L, and N respectively with s= f(t,, ...,1,,), and go to step l.
(This substitutes all occurrences of s in the input and current non-ground variable
bindings by t, and puts s(t) into V should t(s) already be there.)
C. a function in the form 3(Il_..., 1,,) where n 2 1 and a is an arithmetic operator in
the equational theory, then call the modification algorithm for V with s= a(1,, ..., 1,,)
and call the reduction algorithm with s — a(1,, ..., 1,,)= 0. lf the result is:

i. false, then fail.
ii. true, then go to step l.
iii. v= a, where v is a variable and a is a (numeric) constant, then add v= a to
G, call the modification algorithm for U, F, L, and N with v= a, and go to step
l.
iv. v= t' where v is a variable and t' is a variablized linear expression then add
v= t' to L, call the modification algorithms for U, F, L — {v=t'}, and N with
v=t', and go to step l.

For example, suppose s is the variable X and t the expression 3+4 x Y, then
we first call the modification algorithm for V and make sure that both X and
Y are in V, then call the reduction algorithm with X-(3+4 x Y)=0, and get
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X=4 x Y + 3 in return. This is a linear binding of X, so add it to L, and
modify U, F, L-{X=4 x Y + 3}, and N respectively.
v. q=0 where q is a non-linear expression, then add q=0 to N and go to step
1.

For example, suppose s is X and t is 4 x X x Y - 5 + W x X, then we want
W, X, and Y to be in V (therefore we call the modification algorithm for V),
then reduce the equation X - (4 x X x Y - 5 + W x X) = 0 by means of the
reduction algorithm, and get the resulting non-linear equation X-5+4 x X x Y
+ W x X = 0 which we add to N. There is no new variable binding so we do
not have to modify any set this time.

5. If one of s or t is a non-numeric constant, and the other is any function (whether or
not in the equational theory) f(r,, ..., r„) where n 2 1, then fail.
lf one of s or t is a numeric constant and the other is a function f(r,, ..., r„) where n 2 1
and f is not an arithmetic operator in the equational theory, then fail.

6. If s and t are of the form f(s,, ..., s,„) and g(t,, ..., t,,) where m, n 2 0 but such that s and
t do not fit any of the previous cases, and

A. neither f nor g is an arithmetic operator in the equational theory, and either m
aé n or f =.¢ g, then fail.
B. neither f nor g is an arithmetic operator in the equational theory, and m= n and
f= g, then add s, UNIFY t,, i=1, ..., n, to U; go to step 1.
C. one of f and g is an arithmetic operator in the equational theory, and the other
is not, then fail.
D. one of f or g is an arithmetic operator in the equational theory, say f] and the
other term (t) is an arithmetic expression (i.e., either g is an arithmetic function de-
fined in the equational theory or n= 0 in which case t is a numeric constant), then
call the modification algorithm for V with s - t= 0 and F, and call the reduction al-
gorithm for s — t= 0. If the result is:

i. false, then fail.
ii. true, then go to step 1.
iii. v= a where v is a variable and a is a constant, then add v= a to G, call the
modification algorithms for U, F, L, and N with v= a, and go to step 1.
iv. v= t' where v is a variable and t' is a variablized linear expression then add
v= t' to L, call the modification algorithms for U, F, L — {v=t’}, and N with
v=t’, and go to step 1.
v. q= 0 where q is a non-linear expression, then add q=0 to N and go to step
1.

The following are the modification algorithms for V, U, F, L, and N respectively.

Modification Algorithm for V

Given an equation of the form s= t with which to modify V, if s and t are both variables
and one of them is in V, then add the other to V if it is not there already. If s and t are
not both variables, then add to V all variables occurring in s or t that are in a numeric
context (see Defn. 4.13) if they are not yet in V. If one of s and t is a variable and was
in V, say s, and t is a non·numeric constant or function that is not defined in our
equational theory, then fail.
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To modify V with F, simply modify V with each equation of the form "varl = var2" in
F.

Modification Algorithm for U «

Given an equation of the form v=t with which to modify U, where v is a variable and
t a term, substitute all occurrences of v in U by t.

Modification Algorithm for F ~

Given an equation of the form v= t with which to modify F, where v is a variable and t
a term, substitute all occurrences of v in F by t. If the right hand side of an equation
becomes ground after substitution, remove this equation from F and add it to U,
changing "=

”
to "UNIFY".

For example, F= {X = f(Y,W), Z= g(a,V)} becomes {X= f(Y,W)} ifmodified by "V= 4",
and "Z UNIFY g(a,4)" is added to U.

A more efficient way of doing this would be to add the ground binding (Z= (a,4) in this
case) directly to G instead of to U, but this new addition to G would cause recursive
modifications to U, F, L, N, and V, which would be undesirable. This can be shown as
follows. By having a new equation in G, we modify U, L, F, and N respectively. There
is the possibility that some non-ground variable binding becomes ground and that some
non-linear equation yields a linear binding for some variable. In this case, each of the
newly changed bindings would cause recursive modification before the original modifi-
cation is done, which creates undesirable complications.

Modification Algorithm for L

Given an equation of the form v= t with which to modify L where v is a variable and t
a term, look at each equation x= g in L, where x is a variable and g a linear expression.
•

If v and x are the same variable, then add "g UNIFY t" to U.
•

If v occurs in g, then fail if t is a non-numeric expression; otherwise substitute all
occurrences of v in g by t, getting x= g'. Remove x= g' from L and add "x UNIFYg"’

into U.

Example
For example, suppose the equation (new binding) is V= W+4. Suppose also that L has
an equation V= X+ 5. Now according to the first case, we add W+4 UNIFY X+5 to
U and leave the other sets unchanged. Suppose now that the new binding is V=f(a)
instead. We add f(a) UNIFY X+ 5 to U instead.

As another example, suppose L has another equation U = V+ 2. If the new binding is
V= W+4, then according to the second case, we substitute all occurrences ofV in V+ 2
by W+4, and get the new equation U= W+4+ 2. Remove this equation from L and
add the corresponding "unsolved" equation "U UNIFY W+ 4+ 2" into U. Now suppose
that the new binding was V= f(a). According to the second rule, the modification algo-
rithm fails because V has both a numeric value and a symbolic value.

Again, we could have reduced x — g' = 0 and made modifications to U, V, G, F, L, and
N accordingly, but that would get into an undesirable recursion. So we put

”x
UNIFYg"’

into U and leave the work for the next round of unification algorithm.

Modification Algorithm for N
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Given an equation of the form v=t with which to modify N where v is a variable and t
a term, look at each equation q= 0 in N.
•

lf v occurs in q, and t is a numeric expression, then substitute every occurrence of
v in q by t getting

q’=
O; if t is a numeric constant, remove q'=0 from N and add

"q' UNIFY O" to U.

Here we put "q' UNIFY O" in U, because there is a possibility that q' can become
linear. Forexample,8 + XxYx 5—Y = O(whereq'is8 + Xx Yx 5—Y)
would yield X = — 3.33 given Y=3. Again we avoid recursion by putting "q'
UNIFY O" in U instead of reducing it directly.• lf v occurs in q and t is a non-numeric expression, then fail.

The following is the reduction algorithm we used in the unification algorithm.

Reduction Algorithm

Given a non-linear equation q= O, where q is a non-linear expression, apply the follow-
ing steps to q:

1. Flatten q so that no parentheses remain; call the resulting expression q'. We use the
distribution law and our own rules to eliminate parentheses. One of our typical rules
is: if there is a pattern (a) + b or a + (b), rewrite it into a + b. The distribution
law-is:Xx(Y+Z)= XxY+ XxZ.

2. For each term in q', if it has a minus sign (be it unary or binary) in front of it,
change the sign to plus and add the factor "-l" to the term. Evaluate the constant
factors (coefiicient for each term) and put it at the front of the term. "term” and
”factor" here refer to the usual arithmetic terminology.

3. Move all linear terms (in the form c x V where c is a constant and V a single vari-
able) to the left end of the expression.

4. Sort the linear terms in alphabetical order of the variables in therterms. Combine
terms with the same variables where applicable.

5. lf the resulting equation q" is in the form axX+b=0 where a and b are constants
and X is a single variable, then return X= -b/a (calculate the value of "-b/a" first);
if q" is in the form axX + Y = O where a is a constant, X a single variable, and Y
a variablized linear term, then return X= Y' where Y' is the result of putting the
coeflicient -1/a into Y; if q" is in the form z=0 where z is a non-linear expression,
then return z= O.

4.3.3. Complexity Analysis

Here is a complexity analysis of the reduction algorithm in 4.3.2.

Suppose there are n variables in the non-linear equation to be reduced (recall that an
equation to be reduced must be in the form "non-linear=O"), and m terms (those in-
volved in distributivity operations; counted by occurrence, not by identity). For exam-
ple, in the equation "(4+ X) * (Y-6) * Z = O", there are three variables (X, Y, Z) and five
terms (4, X, Y, 6, Z). And the equation "(3-U)*(2+V)*(W+X)=0" has six terms.
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For m terms, the most expensive case for the Hattening step would be one where terms
occur in the form:

(1, + 12) x (1, + 14)... x (1,,,_, + 1,,,)

for m an even number, and in the form:

(1, + 12) x x (1,,,_2 + 1„,_,) x 1,,,

for m an odd number. The complexity for this case is O(
2M

2
) (exponential), since there are

I

2m

2
multiplications to perform. The other extreme occurs in the form:

tm
(1, + + T) x (1,,,,,,y+, + + 1,,,)

for m an even number and in the form
1 _ 1

(1, +1,,,)

for m an odd number,
but the expense is much lower, since there are only

m m
2 X 2

, or
mz
4
multiplications. Therefore the complexity for the llattening step is O(

I

2m

2
). Note that the complexity here relies only on the number of terms, regardless of how
many variables there are. °

For the second step of the algorithm, making the signs uniform, the complexity is O(

2m

2
_ ) also, because there would be

2m

2
terms to be examined.

I
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For the third and fourth steps of the algorithm, there are 1+ 2++n+ n+ +n, i.e.,

Ä n x (rz + 1)
2 '

” + 2
comparisons in the worst case, where all

Ä
2

terms from step 2 are linear terms and need to be sorted. Therefore the complexity for
these two steps is O(
2m

2
).

The complexity for the fifth step is a constant (0 or l).

Therefore the complexity for the reduction algorithm is exponential, O(

Ä
2

), where m is the number of terms occurring in the original non-linear equation.

4.3.4. An Example

Unify foo(X, W*Z, X cons nil) with foo(W, W+ 8, 2 cons nil).

lnitially we have:
U = {X UNIFY W, W*Z UNIFY W+ 8, X cons nil UNIFY 2 cons nil}

G=L=F=N=V={}.

For the first round of the algorithm, we remove
”X

UNIFY W" from U. According to
the algorithm (3), we add "W=X” to F, and modify U (which is now {W*Z UNIFY
W+ 8, X cons nil UNIFY 2 cons nil}) and F-{W= X} (which is empty). U will become

{X*Z UNIFY X+8, X cons nil UNIFY 2 cons nil}.
This ends the first round.

For the second round of the algorithm, we remove
”X*Z

UNIFY X+
8”

from U first.
According to 6D of the algorithm, we first modify V with X*Z - (X+8)=0 and F
({W=X}) to get a new V= {W, X, Z}. Next we reduce X*Z - (X+ 8)=0 to get: -X -8
+X*Z =0. Add teh above equation to N.

For the third round of the algorithm, remove the last equation,
”X

cons nil UNIFY 2
cons nil", from U. According to 6B of the algorithm, add "X UNIFY Z" and "nil UNIFY
nil" to U. .

The fourth round of the algorithm starts with "X UNIFY
2”

being removed from U.
According to 4A of the algorithm, add "X=

2”
to G and modify V ({W, X, Z}), U({nil

UNIFY ni1}), F({W=X}), L({ }), and N({-X -8 + X*Z =0}) respectively with X=2.
The result of these modifications is:

V = {W,X,Z}
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U = {nil UNIFY nil}
F = {}; add "W UNIFY

2”
to U

L = { l
N = { }; add "-2 -8 + 2*Z UNIFY O" to U.

Therefore, U eventually becomes
{W UNIFY 2, -2 -8 + 2*Z UNIFY 0, nil UNIFY nil}.

The fifth round begins with "W UNIFY 2" being removed from U. According to 4A of
the algorithm, add "W= 2" to G and call the appropriate modfication algorithms. The
sets involved are:

V = {W, X, Z}
U = {-2 -8 + 2*Z UNIFY 0, nil UNIFY nil}

F = L = N = { }
This finishes the round.

The sixth round starts with "-2 -8 + 2*Z UNIFY O" being removed from U. According
to 6D of the algorithm, we first modify V with "-2 -8 + 2*Z -0 =O" and F ({ }) which
does not change V, then reduce the above equation to: Z = 5. According to 6Diii of
the algorithm, add Z= 5 to G, and modify U, F, L, N with Z= 5 to get new sets:

U = {nil UNIFY-nil}
F = L = N = { }.

For the seventh round, remove the last equation from U: "nil UNIFY nil". Since "nil"
and "nil" are the same constant, this round is completed.

At the beginning of the eighth round, we find both U and N empty, and therefore ter-
rninate the unification process successfully, and the unification is complete (as opposed
to partial).

4.3.5. Another Example

Unify foo(X*Y+ 4, Z) with foo(W,a).

Initially we have:
U = {X*Y+4 UNIFY W, Z UNIFY a},

G=L=F=N=V={}.

For the first round of the algorithm, we remove "X*Y+4 UNIFY W" from U. Ac-
cording to 4C of the algorithm, we modify V to obtain a new V= {W, X, Y}, and reduce
the equation "W-(X*Y+4)= O" to "W-4-X*Y=0". According to 4Cv, add
"W-4-X*Y= O" to N and finish the first round.

The second round starts with "Z UNIFY a" being removed from U. According to 4A
of the algorithm, add "Z= a" to G and modify V, U, F, L, and N — but all of these sets
remain unchanged.

At the beginning of the third round we find U empty but N not, so we terrninate par-
tially.

This example gives an intuition of what partial termination means.
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5. Stratified Term Rewriting

In this chapter, we first review standard term rewriting concepts and then introduce the
concept of data type hierarchy, followed by stratified term rewriting. Stratified term re-
writing combines standard term rewriting with a data type hierarchy. Next we introduce
the classification of equations, and finally, we introduce a stratified term rewriting sys-
tem, STAR, for implementing the arithmetic unification algorithm described in Chapter
4.

5.1. (Standard) Term Rewriting

In this subsection we review the concepts of (standard) term rewriting.

Defn. 5.1 — A rewrite rule is an ordered pair of terms < L, R> that we write, for clari-
ty's sake, L —> R, where L is called the head, and R the body of the rewrite rule.

Hopefully, there is a similarity relation between the head and the body of a rewrite rule
so that the rule is meaningful. For example, the rewrite rule

Xx(Y+Z)-»X><Y+ X><Z
maintains the similarity relation (equality in this case) between its head and body, which
makes the transformation meaningful.

Defn. 5.2 — Given a set of rewrite rules R and a simple expression E, the application of
R that transforms E into another expression E' is called term rewriting. E is called the
subject expression. _

Defn. 5.3 - Given a subject expression S and a rewrite rule RULE: L, ·—> R,, if there ex-
ists a substitution 0 for L, such that L, •

9 = S, then we say L, matches S.

Defn. 5.4 - Given a subject expression E and a rewrite rule R,, suppose the head of R,
matches a subexpression S of E with substitution 0 . Apply 0 to the body of R, and use
it to rewrite S into S', thus transforming E into E'. This process is called instantiating
the rule R,.

Defn. 5.5 — A (standard) term rewriting system is a triple < V, S, R> where V is the set
of variables, S the set of subject expressions, and R the set of rewrite rules.

For example, the following is a simple term rewriting system < {X,Y},S,{4+3 —> 7 ,
X+Y —» Y+ X, X x Y -—> Y x X} > where S is the set of all possible linear expressions
(an infinite set) as defined in Chapter 4.
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5.2. Data Type Hierarchy

5.2.1. Introduction

Defn. 5.6 — A data type is a category of data.

For example, integer, number, string, variable, etc. are data types.

Defn. 5.7 — Given a domain that contains j data types, j 2 l, a data type hierarchy can
be built in the following iterative way. Let the original data types TY (i= 1,2,...,j) be of
level 0. Let S' be the set of all existing data types of level i (S° = {TY, ..., TY}). A new data
type

TY+‘
of level i+ l can be built from a subset A of S°US'U...US' by taking every data

type in A to be a subtype. At least one subtype in A must be from S'. TY" is called the
supertype of each element of A. A data type can have at most one supertype.

For example, suppose that the original data types are: numbers(TY), strings(TY), and
variables(TY). Then S° = { TY, TY, TY}. Ifwe take A to be {TY, TY}, then we have TY as
a supertype with its subtypes being TY and TY. TY contains numbers and variables that
can only take numeric values.

5.2.2. Specific Data Type Hierarchy

Defn. 5.8 — ln a unifying equation L UNIFY R, "UNIFY" is called an equation sign.
ln general, a unifying equation is in the form of L equation-sign R, where ”equation-
sign" can be any alphabetic-numeric string. STAR has 21 equation signs, which will be
explained later in this chapter.

For example,
”=

" is the equation sign in the unifying equation
x = 4,

and "eq" is the equation sign in the unifying equation .
y eq a.

The reason for so many equation signs will be explained later in this chapter.

Now that we have introduced the concept of a data type hierarchy, we are ready to
generate a data type hierarchy for the equational theory described in Chapter 4.

Bertrand, the language we used to implement the arithmetic unification algorithm, has
some primitive data types such as constant, literal, true, and false (see [Leler]). A ”con-
stant” is Bertrand’s name for a number. A "literal” is Bertrand’s name for a character
string. The constants "true" and "false" make up a supertype of "boolean”. Our data
type hierarchy will be built using these primitive types.

Another aspect of the data type hierarchy is the associativity and precedence (optionally)
defined for each data type. For example, the statements

#0p + left 100
· #0p x left 200

specify an underlying ordering for the expression 3+4x5, namely 3+(4x5). When at-
tempting to match this expression with rewrite rules at run time, 4x5 will be matched
first if applicable, as opposed to 3+4. This ordering of the operators is very important
for the termination and confluence of the algorithm, as we will see in Chapter 6.
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The chart in Figure 1 fully describes the data type hierarchy of our stratified term re-
writing algorithm for arithmetic unification.

According to this chart, our primitive types are: true, false, literal, and constant. The
arithmetic operators are: + , — (binary), x, /, A, A A, round, floor, sin, cos, tan, atan, and
unary —. Our operators for linear expressions are: + + , — —, and xx. Our equation
signs include: eq, temp, numsim, numbar, numfin, gdsim, gdbar, gdfin, linsim, linbar,
linfin, lissim, lisbar, lisfin, funsim, funbar, funfin, varsim, varbar, varfin, and = (the ex-
planation for these equation signs will come later). The list construction operator is
cons. The general function operator is func (a general function is a function which is
not one of the arithmetic operations defined in the equational theory), and ";" is a
metasymbol that separates the equations. The

”,"
is used to separate arguments for

general functions. Miscellaneous operators are else, then, [ ], ~, &, and |. We also have
subroutines atom, freestr, ground, occur, onlyvar, pred, var, varonly, varc, and merge.

We will further explain these operators below. For the time being, just remember that
names/signs followed by underlined words in parenthesis (associativity and precedence)
are Operators, and those that come alone are super- or sub- types.

Now consider the supertypes (nodes that have branches coming out) in the chart. A
simple term, "sterm", refers either to a numeric constant (a number), a symbolic constant
(an atom), or a variable. Notice that syntactically there is no distinction between a
variable and an atom. We can find out whether a literal is a variable by calling the
subroutine "var”. A linear expression, "linear", was described in Chapter 4. Numeric
expressions, "expression", were also described in Chapter 4, except that in case of a sin-
gle variable it may later be bound to a non-numeric value even though it was considered
a numeric expression originally.

We just explained the arithmetic side of the data structure for Figure I. As for the
symbolic side, we have lists (which may be considered to be the application of special
functions for Figure l) and general functions. The operators for them are cons and func
respectively.

A "term" may be either a numeric expression, a list, or a general function. In practice,
a general function may have lists, expressions, and other general functions as its argu-
ments. A list may have general functions, expressions, and other lists as its arguments.
Numeric expressions must have only numeric expressions as its components. This is not
easily seen from the chart.

During the course of rewriting, illegal equations (e.g., 4=0) become ”false", while iden-
tity equations (e.g., 0=O) become "true". A "true" is simply discarded, but "false" any-
where causes failure of the whole unification. This is how the "boolean" supertype is
used in STAR.

5.2.3. Examples

General function:
”f"

func (3, 4, "a", "X") (note: "," is right- associative)
List: "a" cons

"Y”
cons "nil" (note: "cons" is right-associative)

(Numeric) expression: "X" + 4 x
"Z”

- "Y"
Term: "X" cons "f' func

(”a",
4) cons 5+ "W" cons "nil"

(note: ”func" is infix binary operator)
Bindings: "V" cons "W" eq "a" cons "X"; "Y" eq "W"; "Y” eq "nil"
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5.3. Stratü‘ied Term Rewriting

Defn. 5.9 — A typed expression is a subject expression with the addition that some vari-
· ables in it may be typed (i.e., followed by a close single quote then the type name).

For example, X'number + Y’variable is a typed expression where X and Y are typed
variables.
Defn. 5.10 — Given an expression E and its variable set V, some of which have a type
specification, a substitution 0 for E is the function defined in Chapter 4 except that each _
typed variable v is matched to a term t of the same type or its subtype(s) (direct or in-
direct).

Defn. 5.11 — Given a rewrite rule with typed variable(s) in its head H, , and a subject
expression E, we say IL matches a subexpression E of E if there is a substitution 0 such
that H,•0 = Ii. ___

Defn. 5.12 — A stratified term rewriting system is a quadruple < H, V, S, R> where H
is a data type hierarchy, V a set of (typed or untyped) variables, S a set of subject ex-
pressions, and R a set of rewrite rules whose heads are typed expressions.

For example,
< H, {x, y}, S, {x’literal + y’litcral —» x+ +y, x'variable + y’constant -> y+x} >
is a stratified term rewriting system where H is described by the diagram in Figure 2, and
S is the set of all possible expressions based on H.

CXp1'CSSlOI1 StCI'II1 ljtgral

—— constant

+
I1 11 II1 0 p

-1-1-

Figure 2. Data type hierarehy for an example

The advantage of a stratilied term rewriting over standard term rewriting is that under
the same circumstances, a typed subject expression matches fewer rules than its untyped
counterpart. For example, the expression "V” + "W" will be rewritten into "V" + +
"W" in the example system above, while its standard term rewriting counterpart

< tw}. S. 1x+r —· ><+ +y„ x+v -> y+x} >
would have two different answers, namely "V" + + "W" and "W" + "V”.Remarks l
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ln this thesis we are concerned only with rewrite rules that do not introduce new vari-
ables on their right hand sides (i.e., all variables on the right hand side of a rule also
occur on the left hand side). Also, hereafter we omit the word "stratified” in the dis-
cussion; we refer to non-stratified term rewriting systems when speaking of standard
term rewriting systems. Finally, all the right hand sides of rewrite rules have their vari-
ables untyped since they are already typed on the left hand sides.

5.4. Usmg Stratqied Term Rewrztmg for Arzthmetzc
Unyicatzon -

Let us recall the arithmetic unification algorithm from Chapter 4. The goal was to find
an arithmetic unifier for the input unifying equations. With stratified term rewriting,
however, the first problem is the difficulty of operating on two inconsecutive objects.
Or, in other words, it is hard to control the order in which the rewriting takes place.
For example, ifwe have

A; B; C; D; E
where each of A, B, C, D, and E represents an equation, and we want to modify C;D
out of the context of the whole list, then we are likely to fail because the system would
rewrite A(or E, depending on the associativity of ;) first if there is a proper matching.
This serious control problem requires that we modify the general algorithm of Chapter
4.

ln order to solve the above problem, we choose to look at two equations at a time to
get information necessary for variable bindings. We make sure to check every possible
pair of equations (original ones as well as their decendents) — eg,

"3 numsim 5; "X" varsim
”Y"

"
is a decendent of

cons 3 eq
”Y"

cons 5". .
This way we should be able either to detect an inconsistency in the input or to obtain
the arithmetic unifier.

For example, if the input is
°

"X" eq 4; "Y" eq 5; "X" eq 6
then we would detect an inconsistency between

"X”
eq 4 and "X" eq 6 by checking every

possible pair of equations.

One logical way of doing this kind of checking in the context of stratilied term rewriting
is to "move" the leftmost equation rightward, checking it against each equation that it
”passes by" and do the same for all equations but the last one. There is the obvious
problem of indefinitely switching two adjacent equations, however, and the problem of
not being able to recognize the last of the equations to be moved. We need some kind
of mark to accomplish the task.

5.5. Classqicatzon of Equatwns

The idea of using a mark naturally leads to the categorization of equations, an idea that
we shall use throughout the remainder of this thesis. We define six classes of equations.
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Equations in other forms are to be converted to one of these six classes or resolved di-
rectly into either true or false.

For example,
5 x "X" x "Y" eq 6 x "W"

would be rewritten into
5 >< "X" >< "Y" — 6 x "W" = 0 (class L,).

As another example, the equation 3 eq 4 is resolved into "false" directly thus causing the
whole list (of equations) to be rewritten into "false".

The following is the list of all six equation classes. The "-" sign simply represents a
binding relation (in cases of L, to L,) or an equation (in case of L,).
•

Lp
'

variable — number (eg, "X" = 3)
variable — atom (eg, "X" = "a")
variable — ground-list (eg, "X" = "a" cons "nil")
variable — ground-general-function (eg, "X" =

"f’
func ("b"))

• L,. variable — variablized-linear-expression (eg, "X" = 4 x "Y" — "Z")
•

L,. variable — non-ground-list (eg, "Y" = "X" cons "Z”)

• L,. variable — non-ground-function (eg, "X" =
"f’

func ("W"))
• L,. variable — another—variable (eg, "X" = "Y")
• L,. non-linear-expression — 0 (eg, "X" x "Y" + 4 = 0)

We say that L, < L,, or L, is of lower class than L,, for i < j. We also say that an
equation is of "class i" if it is in the form of L,. Roughly speaking, the lower class an
equation is in, the closer it is to being solved.

Recall the sets G, L, F, N, and U in Chapter 4. Note the relation ofour equation classes
to these sets. lt is obvious that L, corresponds to G, L, corresponds to L, L,, L,, L,

correspond to F, L, corresponds to N, and the unclassified equations (with "eq" or
"temp" as their equation signs) correspond to U.

For each class L, (l S i S 5) there are three corresponding equation types. These three
types are called "simple equal", "barrier", and "final" respectively. Basically, "barrier" is
used after interaction between equations of different classes, and "fmal" is used after
interaction between equations of the same class. A chart for all equation signs can be
found in Figure 3.

As an example, look at the list of equations
x eq 4; y eq x cons nil; y eq z.

First we rewrite "x eq 4" into "x numsim 4", "y eq x cons nil" into "y lissim x 'cons nil",
and "y eq z" into

”y
varsim z". Next we check the first two equations, "x numsim 4" with

"y lissim x cons nil", and find that they are consistent, and that x should be substituted
by 4 in the second equation. We do the following simultaneously: switch the two
equations, substitute x by 4 everywhere in the equation "y lissim x cons nil", and set up
the barrier for the equation "x numsim 4". The resulting list of equations after this
swapping is:
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I

Equation Description Simple Barrier Final

Type Equal

variable - number numbar numfin

L1 variable - atom gdbar gdfin

variable · ground list gdbar gdfin

variable - ground fcn. gdbar gdfin

L2 variable · linear linsim linbar linfin

L3 variable — list lisbar lisfin

L4 variable · function funsim funbar funfin

L5 variable - variable varsim varbar varfin

r„„.„„- ..g„„„.„„listdiate
argument list

Figure 3. Equation signs for classilied equations
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l

y Iissim 4 cons nil; x numbar 4; y varsim z.
The barrier is necessary here because otherwise the system would have rules to match
"y Iissim 4 cons nil; x numsim 4" and get into an infinite loop.

For the same reason, we have type "fina1" equation signs for equations of the same type.
Suppose we have "y eq a" in place of "y eq x cons nil” in the above example, then the
resulting list would be: .

y gdsim a;x numfin 4; y varsim z
after the first swapping.

Now it should be clear that the three types of equation signs for the same class of
equations are merely a finer categorization of equations. When we write rewrite rules,
we often have to distinguish between different types of equations of the same class.

There are intermediate forms of equations that can be easily solved directly or trans-
formed into one of the L,’s. Sometimes we purposefully want an equation in an untyped
form so that we can "clean it up" before it is involved in rule matching.

For example, when we have a non-linear equation 4*X—X*X=0 interacting with an
equation of the form X=4, we know (after checking consistency) that X is the only
variable in the non-linear equation and that the equation would become linear (in fact,
either "true" or "false"). Therefore we rewrite the substituted equation in the form
"4*4·4*4 numsim O", for example, so that it will not be treated as class L, and as a con-
sequence will be rewritten to either "true" or "false" before it interacts with other
equations (like it would if "numsim" were to be "= "). This way we save some (maybe
many) rewrite steps.

Along with the classification of equations by means of distinct equation signs, we have
also set up priority rules for checking consistency between any two equations so that
swapping happens in only one direction but not both. For example, if the original list
in the above example were

y eq x cons nil; x eq 4; y eq z
then we switch the first two equations without changing their content. This way the
lower class equations can move to the leftmost position before they are checked. This
is necessary because otherwise they will not be checked with higher class equations that
were on their left.

The general rules for checking consistency and swapping are as follows:
if the equation on the left has higher class than the one on the right, then switch their
positions without doing anything else;
if the equation on the right has higher class than the one on the left, then switch their
positions, make substitutions where applicable, and use the barrier equation sign for the
lower class equation after switching;
if the two equations under check are of the same class, then do the proper substitution(s)
while switching their positions and use the final equation sign for the second equation
(after switching).

Due to substitutions, there are cases where new (classes of) equations evolve after one
check. In this case, we have no general rule and have to consider specific situations.

Due to the lack of a global name space and of a method to substitute the variables au-
tomatically by the values they are bound to everywhere in the list of equations, we need
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a subroutine to perform variable substitution. We introduced the operators "by" and
"sb” to do this.

For example, when we have
x numsim a; y lissim z

where x and y are variables and z is a non-ground list that contains x, we must substitute
all occurrences of x in z by a (which is a number by definition). We rewrite the whole
equation string into

y lissim (x by a) sb [z]; x numbar a.
We can see the syntax of "by" and "sb" very clearly here. The term

”(x
by y) sb [z]"

simply means to substitute all occurrences of x in z by y, where x is a variable and y and
z are any terms.

5.6. STAR’s Algorzthm

The data structure part of the algorithm has already been presented in Section 5.2. Here
we only give the rule part of the algorithm. Ofcourse, the algorithm is far more abstract
ähan the actual program, STAR; that is, we shall give only the outline of the algorithm

ere.

The algorithm consists of several modules as shown in Figure 4. We will present each
module along with its explanation.

lt is helpful (if not necessary) to know how STAR matches an object in the input (or
subject expression). The basic idea is to search, from left to right, for the longest pattern
possible and rewrites it. For the specific kinds of input we may have, the longest possi-
ble pattern would be two consecutive equations. The next longest pattern would be one
equation. The next one would be the left hand side of an equation, the next would be
a part of the left hand side of an equation, so on and so forth. Of course, the matching
only happens to the leftmost possible pattem. ·

An example will help understand the idea. Suppose we have the following list of
equations:

X+4 cons nil eq Y; Z eq 5; W eq 6
Searching from left to right, we realise that the first equation is not completely "solved",
i.e., could be further rewritten. When we look at the second equation, however, no rule
will match the subexpression, "X+ 4 cons nil eq Y; Z eq S". Therefore we look for a rule
that will match the first equation alone. Suppose we fail again, then the next object
would be

”X+4
cons nil", since "eq" is the outermost operator in that equation. Sup-

pose this attempt fails again, then the next target would be "X+4” for "cons" is the
outermost operator for the subexpression "X + 4 cons nil".

I. Conversion of the Intermediate Forms

This part of the system rewrites each input (or intermediate) equation of the form
”LT

eq RT" into its internal representation, i.e., into one of the forms L, (l S i S 6), or into
some immediately solvable form and solve it (i.e., rewrites it into "true" or "false”).

It also converts equations of the form ”terml temp term2" where ”terml" and "term2"
are augument lists for some general functions. This kind of equation is broken down
on a one-to-one basis. More specifically,
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A
Input: list of eqations

I. Input Converter

Internal Representation Output: list of eqations

II. Equationlnteractions
Intermediate Representation

IV. Miscellaneous
Subroutines

' Legend: - data

rewrite rules

Figure 4. Flow chart for STAR
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(argl, restl) temp (arg2, rest2)
is rewritten into

argl eq arg2; restl temp rest2.

The following is an account of how to convert equations of the form "LT eq RT".

1. If both LT and RT are functions in the form a(b) and c(d) respectively, where a= c,
a is either "cons" (list function name) or any other general function name, and b and
d are argument lists, then set up a new equation (or equations) between b and d, in
place of "LT eq RT"; ifa aé c, then fail.

2. If one of LT and RT is a general function or list, and the other is a non-variable
(e.g., a constant), then fall; if the other is indeed a variable that does not occur in
the function, say LT, then bind RT onto LT through an appropriate equation; if
LT occurs in RT then fail.

3. lf either LT or RT ls a numeric expression, and they are not both variables, then
rewrite ”LT eq RT" to "LT — RT = 0".

4. If either LT or RT is a variable, say LT is, and RT is a non-numeric ground term,
then replace "LT eq RT" by ”LT gdsim RT".

II. Linear Equation Solver

This part of the system solves or simplifies numeric equations. Basically it performs the
same function as the reduction algorithm in Chapter 4 except that we have to create
linear terms from "single occurrence" of variables (by intuition). Therefore we only
present how to create linear terms here.
•

When a variable is connected by "x" to a number, rewrite this variable by its linear
form (e.g., l xx X + + 0 is the linear form of X).

•
When a variable is connected by " + " to anything, rewrite it by its linear form.

• When two variables are connected by
”+",

rewrite both of them by their linear
forms respectively.

This way it is guaranteed that only "single occurrences" of variables become linearized.
For example, in the context of 4 x X x 5 x Y - 6 x Z + 2 x W, although the first term
is not linear, we would still get a linearized X (since x is right-associative, X is the one
that is connected with the constant 20). But Y would not be linearized (since it is con-
nected with linearized X), so the first term remains non·linear in the form. The second
and the third terms, however, are linearized and become -6 xx Z + + 0 and 2 xx W

+ + 0, respectively. The final result is:
2><xW++ -6xxZ ++0+ 20xlxxX++0xY.
Note that the precedence ordering among the arithmetic operators above is:

(unary)- > xx > ++ > x > +.
Therefore the implied ordering for the final expression above is: .
((2xxW)+ +((-6xxZ)+ +0))+(20x((lxx X)+ +0))xY.

III. lnteractions Between Consecutive Equations

Here we describe how consecutive equations can be swapped. These rules try to match
two consecutive equations in the subject list. We use E to denote an equation of class
L,, 1 S i S 6.
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1. lf there are equations of the form _

Q: Q
where i > j, then simply rewrite them into

E}; E1.

2. lf there is a pattern

E5 E6

where 1 S_i S 5, then basically we check the consistency of variables occurring in
these equations, perform the appropriate substitutions, and swap the equations.

Detailed Explanations Suppose E is of the form
var equal term

where ”term" may be a number, a ground atom, a list, a function, a variable, or a
linear expression and "equal" a classilied equation sign corresponding to ”term”.

Recall that E6 should be a non-linear equation in the form q=0. Check whether
"var" occurs in q. If it does, and ”term" is (or can be) a numeric value, then rewrite
the original pattern into

q
• {var = thing} = 0; var equal’ thing

where "equal"' is of type "barrier" if "equal" was of type "sirnple equal" or "barrier",
and "equal"’ is of type "final" if "equal" was of type "final”. If "var" occurs in q and
"term" can not take a numeric value, then the rewrite result is "fa1se", which even-
tually makes the whole list (of equations) "false". If "var" does not occur in q then
the result is

E6; varequal term

where "equal"' is as described above.

If the pattern is
E6; E6

then do nothing. This is because we cannot get any new information in terms of
equations from two non-linear equations, which is deterrnined by the fact that we
cannot "recognize” the relations of two non-linear terms.

Example

For example, if we have
3xX+XxY=0;2xX+XxY=0

we cannot "cancel" the term X x Y by any means in STAR, so there is no way we
can get 5 x X = 0 thus X = 0. As we can easily see, we can recognize the pattem
of the non-linear terms ourselves.

3. If there is a pattern
E1? Es

where i S 5, then basically we check the relationship between the variables involved,
and either simply swap the equations or perform proper substitutions or generate a
new equation accordingly.
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Detailed Explanations

Suppose E, and E] are in the form
varl equall var2

and
var3 equal2 term

respectively, where "equall" is "varsim", "varbar", or ”varfin"; "term" may be _a
number, an atom, a linear expression, a list, or a function, and "equal2” is a corre-
sponding equation sign. Recall that "var2" must be alphabetically greater than
”varl".

lf the two equations are identical, then discard one of them and keep the other.

If ”var3" is ”var1" or "var2", then rewrite

Ü? Es

into
var equal term; var3 equall’ term

where "var" is either "varl" or "var2" and "var3" is the other; "equall"' is either the
"barrier" or the "final” type for "equall"; "equal" is the "simple equal" type for the
same class as "equall”. There is an exception here when i = 2, i.e., when the first
equation was in the form

varl equall linearl,
and "var3" is "varl". In this case, the first resulting equation, instead of ”var equal
term", would be

term — var2 = 0.
lf "var3” is different from both "varl" and "var2", then simply swap the two
equations and change "equall" to "barrier" or "final" if it was not before.

Examples
For example, if the two equations are:

X numsim 4; Y varbar X,
then we have

Y numsim 4; X numfin 4.
As another example,

X linsim Y — 3; X varsim Z
would result in Y—3—Z = 0;XlinbarY—3.

4. If there is a pattern
Ei? E4

where l S i S 4, then basically we check consistency between variables in these
equations, perfbrm substitutions where applicable, and swap the equations. New
equations may be generated in this case.

Detailed Explanations °

Suppose E and E, are in the form
varl equall term; var2 equal2 function

where "equall" and "term" correspond to an equation of class L,_ "equal2" is
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"funsim", ”funbar”, or "funfin", and "function" is in the form "functor func
(arglist2)".
•

lf "varl" is not "var2", and neither "varl" nor "var2" occur in the other, then
simply swap the two equations and change "equall" to "barrier" or "f'mal” if it
was not before.•
If "varl" is "var2", and "term" is not a function or does not have the same
functor as "function", then fail; if "term" is a function in the form "functor func
(arglistl)”, then the resulting equations are:

arglistl temp arglist2; varl equall' term
where "equall’” is the "barrier" form for "equall" (unless "equall" was of ”final"
form in which case "equall’” is, too), and "temp” is one of the unclassified
equatron srgns.•
lf "varl" is not "var2", but either "varl" occurs in ”arglist2" or "var2” occurs in
"term”, (but not both - in which case fail;) then the result is:

var2 equal2' function'; varl equall' term'
where "equal2"’ is the "barrier" or "final” form of "equal2" (in case no substi-
tution occurred to the second equation), or "simple equal" type sign for a lower
class equation (in case "varl" is the only variable in "arglist2" and "term" is a
constant term); "term"' and "function"' are the substituted form for "term" and
"function", respectively. "equall’” is the "barrier" or "final” type for the same
class of equation as "equall".

Example
For example, the equation sequence

V lissim X cons nil; X funsim f func (Y)
yields the new sequence

X funsim f func (Y); V lisbar f func (Y) cons nil.

As another example, the equations
V numsim 4; X funfin f func (V)

yields the new equations
X gdsim f func (4); V numfin 4. °

As yet another example, the sequence
V funsim f func (X); X funbar f func (V)

fails (yields "false") because
"V”

and "X" occur in each other.

5. The pattern is E; E, where l 5 i 5 3, then basically we check the consistency be-
tween all variables involved, perform substitutions where applicable, and swap the
two equations. New equations may be generated in this case.

Detailed Explanations

Suppose that li is of the form
varl equall terml,

and E, is of the form
var2 equal2 list2.

•
lf "varl” and "var2” are different, and none of them occur in the right hand side
of the other equation, then simply swap the two equations and change "equall"
to "barrier" or "final" if it was not before.

•
If "varl" and "var2" are different, and they both occur in the right hand side of
the other equation, then fail (infinite self referencial).
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•
If "varl" and "var2" are different, and one of them occurs in the other equation,
then the following new sequence of equations are generated:

var2 equal2' list2’; varl equall' terml’
where "list2"' and "terml"' are the possibly substituted "list2” and "terml" re-
spectively; "equall"' is the "barrier" or "final” form for "equall”, and "equal2"'
is the "barrier" or "final" form for "equal2" (when the possible substitution did
not make "list2" a constant), or "simple equa1” form (when the substitution
makes "list2” a constant).•
If "varl" is the same as "var2", and "terml" is not a list, then fail

•
lf "varl” and "var2" are the same, and "terml” is in the form "hl cons tl" while
"list2" is in the form "h2 cons t2", then the new equations .

hl eq h2; tl temp t2; varl equall' terml
are generated, where ”equall"' is the same as in the case above. Note that the
first two equations in the new sequence will have to be converted before further
interactions take place.

Examples
a. The sequence

V numlin 5; X lisfin V cons nil
yields

X gdsim 5 cons nil; V numfin 5.

b. The sequence
V lissim X cons nil; X lisbar V cons nil

fails.

c. The sequence
W lisbar X cons a cons nil; W lissim Y cons a cons nil

yields
X eq Y; (a cons nil) temp (a cons nil); W lisbar X cons a cons nil.

6. The pattern is E; E, where l S i S 2, then basically we check occurrence relations
of variables and perform the appropriate substitutions where applicable, and either ‘

swap the equations or generate new equations according to the case.

Detailed Explanations t

Suppose that E] is of the form
varl equall terml,

and E, is of the form
var2 equal2 linear'2,

and "equal2" is "linsim”, "linbar", or "linfin".
• If "varl" and "var2" are different and neither of them occurs in the other

equation, then simply swap the two equations and change "equall" to ”barrier”
or ”final" form if it was not before.

•
lf "terml" is not a numeric value (i.e., a constant literal, a ground list, or a
ground function), and either "varl” is the same as "var2" or "varl” occurs in

~ "linear2”, then fail.•
If "varl" and "var2" are the same, then the new sequence is:

linear2 — terml = 0; varl equall' terml
where "equall"' is the proper alternative for "equall'# as described before. Since
both "linear2" and "terml" are linear expressions (with "terml” possibly being
a number), the first equation in the new sequence would eventually be resolved
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into an equation of the form "var equal term" where "var” is the alphabetically
smallest variable in "linear2" and ”terml", and ”term" is either a constant num-
ber or a linear expression.•
lf "varl” is different from "var2", and one of them occurs in the other equation,
then the new sequence will be:

var2 equal2’ linear2'; varl equall' terml
(if "varl" occurs in "linear2"), or

var2 equal2 linear2; varl equall" terml'
(if "var2" occurs in ”terml"). "var2 equal2’ linear2’" is the result of substitution
of "varl" in "linear2", and may be of class L, or L, depending on the case. "varl
equall" terml"’ is the result of substitution of "var2" in "terml" and may be of
class L, or L,. "varl equall' terml" is basieally the same as "varl equall terml"
except that "equall"’ has "barrier" or "final" type while "equall" could be any
of the three type equation signs.

Examples

The sequence
Xgdsima;Wlinfin l xx X ++ 4

fails.

The sequence _
X numsim 4; X linbar 2 xx Y + + 8

yields
2xxY ++ 8-4 = 0;Xnumfin4

which eventually would yield "Y numsim -2" from the first equation.

7. The pattern is E,; E,, which can be more specifically written in the form:
varl equall terml; var2 equal2 term2.

"terml” and "term2" here are both constants (numeric or non-numeric). Since obvi-
ously no substitution is possible in this case, we only check if there is any conflict
between the two equations in case "varl" is the same as "var2", and either swap the
equations (changing "equall" into its "final” form) or fail.

Example

If the sequence is
X numbar 4; Y gdbar b

then the result is
Y gdbar b; X numfin 4.

If the sequence is
X gdfin b; X gdsim a,

then fail (yields ”false").

IV. Miscellaneous Utilities

During the course of rewriting, there are many "min0r” things that need to be checked.
The following is a complete list of all such utilities. They are mostly self-explanatory;
but in case they are not, we shall give a comprehensive explanation.

1. atom:
call format: atom(literal)

2. freestr:
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call format: freestr(term)
‘

The purpose of this check is to make sure no non-numeric terms are involved in
numeric manipulations. For example, freestr(a+4) would give ”false".

3. ground
call format: ground(term)

4. occur
call format: var occur term

5. onlyvar
call format: var onlyvar term
The purpose of this check is to see if "var" is the only variable in "term". This is
useful upon substitution —— as we saw in the algorithm.

6. pred
call format: pred(1iteral)
This checks to see whether "literal" is a pre-defmed general function name.

7. sb/by
call format: (var by term) sb [subject·term]
This is our substitution routine. lt substitutes all occurrences of "var" in "subject-
term" by "term".

8. var
call format: var(literal)
This checks whether "literal" is a pre-defined variable name.

9. varc
call format: varl varc var2
This compares "varl" and "var2" lexically, and returns 0 (if "varl" is smaller than
"var2"), 1 (if "varl" is the same as "var2"), or 2 (if "varl" is greater than "var2").

10. varonly
call format: varonly[term]
This checks to see if all literals in "term" are variables. This is called by "freestring".

5.7. Summary

In this chapter we formally introduced stratified term rewriting and presented a stratified
term rewriting system, STAR, for implementing arithmetic unification.

ln STAR, the cornrnutativity law is achieved by solving equations. When solving
equations, we use a systematic procedure on each equation to obtain a "minimal" or
reduced equation and then find the answer if it is available. An example will help illus-
trate the idea.

lf we want to unify X+ 3 with 3+X, STAR creates an equation (X+3) - (3+X) = 0
instead of applying the commutativity law. Then the reduction algorithm systematically
derives the equation "0= O" and therefore "true" in a fmite number of steps.
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lf non-linear terms are involved, however, commutativity may not be fully implemented.
For example, if we had or "X &mul. Y" in place of "X" in the example above, the
reduction algorithm would not be able to derive the same answer, and STAR would re-
turn an unsolved non-linear equation.

Actually, we do not pursue reduction of non-linear terms because the cost is very high
(as explained in Chapter 3). lf" we could find more efficient implementations (as sug-
gested in Chapter 8), however, we could add non-linear reduction to our system. Terms
like

”X‘ — X‘"
and "X &mul. Y - Y &mul. X" could then be reduced.

The equation signs introduced in this chapter solve a different set of problems. Given
the current implementation of Bertrand, our classification of equation signs implements
binding values to variables in the unification process and guarantees the termination and
consistency of unification. In the next chapter we will prove that STAR terminates and
is confluent, among other properties.
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6. Confluence and Termination

In this chapter we discuss properties of STAR from a more theoretical point of view.
There are 3 sections in this chapter. Section l defines our terminology. Section 2 dis-
cusses termination-related properties. Section 3 discusses confluence-related properties.

6.1. Terminology

Defn. 6.l —- For a subject expression E and a set of rewrite rules R, if E can be trans-
T

formed (or rewritten) into E, which then is transformed into E,(not necessarily by a
different rule), and so on, then we have a reduction sequence E—>E,—>E,-+E,—>... , and E
is reduced (or rewritten) to EH , i 2 0. If for some i 2 0, E cannot be further reduced,

E is called irreducible.

Defn. 6.2 — lf for every rule in a term rewriting system S, the similarity relation between
the head and body is equality, then S is said to be sound.

Defn. 6.3 — The reduction sequence E,-—>E,—»...—>E—»... terminates if there exists a subject
expression

E,_ in the sequence that is irreducible. E, is called the normal form of E,. A
term rewriting system is terminating if all of its reduction sequences terminate.

Defn. 6.4 — For a given set of rewrite rules R, take any subject expression E. lf E has
more than one reduction sequence all of which terminate and give the same normal form
E„, or if E has only one reduction sequence and it terminates with a normal form E, ,
or if E is irreducible (in which case E is its own normal form), then R is confluent (or
deterministic).

Defn. 6.5 — A term rewriting system is overlapping if the head of some rule matches a
non-variable subterm in the head of another (possibly the same) rule. The system is
non—0verlapping otherwise.

Defn. 6.6 — A term rewriting system is left-linear if no left hand side has more than one
occurrence of the samevariable.

Defn. 6.7 - A term rewriting system is locally confluent if any subject expression can be
matched by at most one rewrite rule.

A locally confluent term rewriting system is confluent if it is terminating [Bund ??]
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6.2. Tcrmination

In this section we give the proof of termination for STAR.

First we give some definitions that are used for this proof

Defn. 6.9 - An equation list and its length are defined inductively as follows.

1. ”true" is an equation list of length 1.
2. ”fa1se" is an equation list of length l. ·
3. an equation of the form

terml equal term2
is an equation list of length 1, where "equal” can be any one of the equation signs
listed in Figure 3 in Chapter 5, and "terml" and "term2" can be any valid subject
expression defined in Chapter 4.
4. ”equation-list; equation" is an equation list of length n+ 1, where "equation-list"
is an equation list of length n, and "equation" is either one of the basic equation lists
defined in 1, 2, and 3 above.

Defn. 6.10 — In an equation list that is being rewritten, the first equation is caHed the
head of the list, and the last equation the rear. lf the sublist containing the first n (2
0) equations of the list is irreducible but the one containing the first n+ 1 is reducible,
then we call this sublist of length n the minimal head of the list.

Defn. 6.11 — An equation with the equation sign ”eq" or ”temp” is called
newly-founded.

Defn. 6.12 —- An equation of one of the six classes defined in Chapter 5 is called
classified. -

- Defn. 6.13 - lf a list of classified equations, after finite rewrites, results in newly-founded
equations along with (possibly no) non-newly-founded ones, then the list is called pro-
ductive. A list of classified equations that does not result in any newly-founded
equations in a finite number of steps is called simple or non-productive.

Defn. 6.14 - Given an equation E in the form
variable equal expression

where ”variable" is a variable, ”equal" an equation sign, and "expression" an expression
that has substitutions embedded in it, the substitutions embedded in "expression" are
called local substitutions. Informally, local substitutions are merely simplifications, or

reductions, for the right hand side of an equation.

For example, the equation
_ X numbar (Y+4) sb [Y by 5]

has local substitutions in it. Note that although the subject expression (”y+4" in this
case) has a variable in it, the equation sign is for ground binding. This is because the

binding will be ground after all substitutions are carried out - the rewrite rules are de-
signed to discover situations where the only variable involved is to be substituted even

before the actual substitution action takes place.
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6.2.1. Properties and Theorems

Now that we have defined some concepts applicable to term rewriting systems, we are
ready to see some properties and theorems of STAR.

Property l. In an irreducible equation list that is not ”true" or ”false”, every equation
must be an irreducible classified equation.

Proof
For any equation list E,; ...; E„, if some E] (l S i S n) is classified and reducible, then
some rewrite rule would apply to E therefore further rewriting the list. If some E} (I S
j S n) is not classified, then it must be in the form "true", "false”, or newly-founded.
Further rewriting is possible in all three cases provided that n > l (in the first two
cases). Therefore, each E (l S i S n) in the list must be an irreducible classified
equation.

Property 2. In an irreducible equation list, every equation must have an equal or lower
class than that of the equation to its left. The rear has the lowest class.

Proof
With Property l, we may consider only the classified equation lists. Take any classified
equation list E,; ...; E,,, if some consecutive equations "li; E]+," (1 S i S n~l) are such that
the class of E is lower than that of EH , then some rewrite rule would match "E}; lZ,.," -
since the rewrite rules are so designed. Therefore, if an equation list is irreducible, then
every equation in it must have an equal or lower class than that of the one to its left.
Consequently the rear has the lowest class.

Property 3. In an irreducible classified equation list, each equation of class L, to L, has
a distinct left hand side variable.

Proof
It is sufficient to show that the interactions between equations are ”complete" in the
sense that each equation in the final list has interacted with all the rest.

Lower class equations get shifted to the left (lowest to the leftmost) of the list and move
rightward, interacting with equations that have the same or higher class. In case new,
low class equations result, they move leftward then rightward just like the original
equations. The final list, as shown by Property 2, occurs in a descending order by
equation class.

This completeness is guaranteed by the 625 rewrite rules that cover all possible inter-
actions between two equations. (There are 12, 3, 3, 3, 3, 1 kinds of equation signs for
class L,, L,, L,, L,, L,, L, equations, respectively. So there are 25 cases for each of the
two interacting equations.)

Property 4. In an irreducible equation list, no left hand side variable (of L, to L,

equations) occurs in any right hand side (of L, to L, equations) or (left hand side of) L,
equations.

Proof _ _ _
This is guaranteed by the completeness of the rewrite rules, and all possible substitutions
must take place before rewriting has quiesced.

Property 5. For a list of equations
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Listl = E ;...; E,,,
suppose that the lowest class equation of thelizlassilied equations in Listl is Cl. For any
equation list List2 derived from Listl (in a finite number of steps), suppose that the
lowest class equation of the classified equations in List2 is C2. Then C2 must be no
greater than Cl, unless "false" occurs.

Proof
Consider an arbitrary equation list Listl with its corresponding Cl. Consider all values
that Cl may take.

Case 1. Cl is of class L,. Since there are no right hand side variables in equations of
class L,, no substitutions can be applied to such equations. Therefore, L, equations re-
main unchanged during rewriting - unless "false" occurs. In other words, unless "false”
occurs, for any List2 derived from Listl in a fmite number of steps, C2 will be L,.
Therefore, C2 is equal to Cl.

Case 2. C 1 is of class L,. Suppose E,, (1 5 i 5 n) is of class L, which is in the form "varl
equal linear-expression". During rewriting, variables on the right hand side of E,, may
be substituted by linear expressions that may or may not be ground. When all variables
have been substituted by ground expressions, E,, becomes a class L, equation; otherwise
E,, remains an L, equation - unless "false" occurs, which is caused by non-numeric sub-
stitutions or variable binding conllicts. Therefore, after one rewriting step, E,, will be
of class L, or L,. This is also the case after any tinite number of rewriting steps. ln other
words, for any List2 derived from Listl in a linite number of steps, its C2 will be L, or
L, unless "false" occurs. Therefore C2 is of class no greater than Cl.

Case 3. Cl is of class L,. With arguments similar to that of case 2, we can show that
L, equations in Listl become L, or L, after any linite number of steps of rewriting, unless
"false" occurs. That is, for any List2 derived from Listl, its C2 is L, or lower unless

"false" occurs.

Case 4. Cl is of class L, . As with case 3, the property holds.

Case 5. C1 is of class L,. (Recall that L, equations are in the form "varl equal var2".)
We have only two possible interactions to consider. L, with L, and L, with L,. In both
cases the L, equation remains unchanged, unless "false" occurs or unless the right hand
side variable is substituted by an expression, in which case the L, equation becomes
L,, L,, L,, vL,, depending on the case. Therefore, after one rewrite step, the lowest clases

would be L, or lower unless ”false" occurs. This holds for any number of finite rewriting
steps, too.

Case 6. Cl is of class L, . No rewriting takes place (according to the rewrite rules),
therefore the property holds.

For all 6 cases above, we have proved Property 5.

Now we present some theorems related to STAR.

Theorem 6.1 The rewriting of a simple equation list terminates in a finite number of
steps.

Proof
Use induction on the number of equations in the list.
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Base case. There is one equation in the list.

lf the equation is of class L, , then it may be rewritten to "false,"
”true,”

a linear variable
binding (class L, equation), or a simplified or irreducible non·linear numerical equation
(class L, ). Rewriting terminates in all these cases.

If the equation is one of the classes L, through L, , then according to STAR’s algorithm,
it must have been derived from a newly-founded equation or an interaction of two clas-
sxlied equations. In both cases, the rewrite rules are designed such that the equation
remains the same except for the local substitutions that should terminate in a finite
number of steps.

Therefore, rewriting always terminates if there is only one equation in the list.

lnduction hypothesis: Assume that rewriting terminates for a non-productive list of n
equations in a tinite number of steps. We will prove that rewriting terminates in a finite
number of steps for a non-productive list of n+ l equations as well.

Note that if a list is non-productive, then all sublists and lists in intermediate steps must
be non-productive, too. All interactions applied must also rewrite two equations into
two (as opposed to three or any other number) new classilied equations, and some "true”
or ”false" equation may result during rewriting. Therefore, the number of equations in
the list will either decrease or remain the same; or, in the extreme cases, "true” or ”false"
results which makes the equation list "trivial.”

Suppose we have a non-productive list of n+ l equations as follows: E,; ...; E,,; E],+, . The
sublist E,; ...; E„ is non-productive and therefore would either result in an irreducible
equation list E}; ...; E}, or in E}; ...; E}„ where m < n. In the second case, the new hst
E}; ...; Ej‘„; E,,,, is non-productive and has n or fewer equations in it. Therefore, by the
induction hypothesis, rewriting terminates in a tinite number of steps. Let us further
investigate the tirst case in greater detail.

The next rewrite applies to " E]; E„,, ", and the result would be E,,,, ' ; I;]'. Note that the
class of E}, is the lowest of the equations E]? , l 5 i 5 n, in the list. The next rewrite
transforms the non-productive list Z1}; ...; E,,,,' into Ef; ...; E, according to the algorithm.
lf m < n, then the new list has no more than n equations, and therefore rewriting ter-
minates with a result satisfying the 5 properties. Otherwise (m = n), rewriting contin-
ues, and the next possible step would rewrite the equation pair I1}; Ef .

Case i. If EZ has an equal or higher class than El] , then E„,,' must have had a higher

class than E}, (according to properties 2 and 5). Our algorithm guarantees that no rule
applies to E}; E},’ - intuitively this is because E,{' has already fully interacted with E„„„,' and
E} (I 5 i < n), and E} does not have any new information for E]‘,’ . Rewriting terminates
at this point and all five properties hold for this case.

Case ii. lf LZ has a lower class than E},' , however, the equation pair E}; L7] does interact,
and the entire list is rewritten to E}; ...; Ej„*_,; E1"; li? in one step.

Now, further rewriting takes place and transforms E}; ...; E}," into Ei; ...; E-}, where m 5

n. We are in a similar situation as before except that the rear ( E' ) now has a lower
class than the previous rear(

E]‘„’
). This repetition continues as long as the rear equation

does not have the lowest class. There is a lower bound to the classes ( L, ), however,
and so this repetition must stop after a finite number of iterations. The resulting list
satisfies all five properties.
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We have just proven that rewriting terminates for a n0n·pr0duCtive list of n+l
equations. Therefore Theorem 6.l is true for all non-productive lists with a finite num—
ber of equations.

Theorem 6.2 lf a simple (i.e., non-productive) list of equations becomes productive after
a classified equation is attached to the end, then the new list can be rewritten into a
simple list in a finite number of steps.

Proof
Use induction on the length of the simple list considered.

In this proof let us use the following representation for classified equations where ap-
plicable. instead ofgiving names to the equations involved, i.e., I2, we refer to equations
by their left hand side variables (i.e., var equal expression where "equal” is the equation
sign and "expression" is the right hand side). In addition, since we will not be concerned
with specific equation classes/types, we will use the uniform "=

”
in place of all equation

signs (in classified equations) unless stated otherwise. Therefore a classified equation
will be rewritten as: xl (instead of El). We also use the notation {EQ;|TEMP;} to
represent sublists of newly- founded equations.

Base case: to a simple list of length l (i.e., a single classified equation) is attached an-
other classified equation that makes the entire list (of 2 equations) productive. We will
show that rewriting terminates in a finite number of steps.

The only way this list can be productive is the case where both equations have the same
left hand side variable, and their right hand sides are of the same type which is either a
list or a general function (be they ground or not). (This is because that is the only way
a newly-founded equation can be generated during interactions between classified
equations. Recall that a productive list is one that contains only classified equations and
that generates newly-founded equations during rewriting.)

After one rewrite step, the list becomes: '
{EQ;|TEMP;}

varThefollowing rewrites will take place on the first equation of the list. Such rewrites will
either terminate with a "true" or ”false" or generate a classified equation as the first
equation with possibly no new newly-founded equations. The sublist {EQ;|TEMP;}
therefore becomes headed by a classified equation in a fmite number of steps. Further
explanation of this point can be found in relevant parts of Theorem 6.5’s proof below.

We have just shown that a newly-founded equation can be absorbed by the head in a
finite number of steps. Here by "absorb" we refer informally to the phenomenon that a
non-classified equation (newly-founded in this case) attached to a classified equation list
eventually becomes part of the classified equation list.

Since newly-founded equations are generated from list or function structures (when
comparing corresponding arguments), and the list or function structures are all finite,
we can have only a finite number of such newly-founded equations for each sublist
{EQ;|TEMP;}. Therefore they can be absorbed one by one in a finite number of steps,

and thus the original list of length 2 will be rewritten into an irreducible list in a finite
number of steps.

Therefore, rewriting terminates in a fmite number of steps for the base case.
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induction hypothesis: a simple list of length n-1 attached by an equation that makes the
entire list productive can be rewritten into an irreducible list in a finite number of steps.
We will prove that the same is true with a simple list of length n.

Let E,; ...; E„ be a simple list and EM, a classilied equation such that E,; ...; E„; EM, is a
productive list. From Theorem 6.1 we know that E,; ...; E„ can be rewritten into an irre-
ducible list El; ...; E}, in a finite number of steps, where m S n.

Since E,; ...; E„; EM, is productive, EM, must be of class L, (ground list or ground func-
tion), L, , or L, , and its left hand side variable must be the same as that of some E1
where E}, has the same equation type (i.e., either list or function) as that of EM, , and E},
is the only such equation among E! (l S i S n) (otherwise the list E,; ...;

E„;”
EM, would

not have been productive).

The next rewrite step transforms E}„; EM, into EM, '; LQ,/. Rewriting applied to the list
El; ...;

EM,’;
E,} is "normal" (like that of a simple list) until EM," shifts to the right of E},

( EM, " differs from EM,
’

only by possible variable substitutions). The list looks like

El; El; EL:
before computing the result of the interaction between E; and EM, ".

For argument’s sake, let us assume that both EM, " and E}, bind variables to lists. They
must then be of the form

x equaln headn cons tailn
and

x equalk headk cons tailk,
respectively, where "equaln" and "equalk" stand for equation signs. The resulting
equations after rewriting become:

headk eq headn ; tailk eq tailn ; x equalk’ headk cons tailk.
The entire list now looks like

E};...;{EQ;|TEM1>;}E,L·;where

{EQ;|TEMP;} is the sublist of newly-founded equations that were just generated
in the last rewrite step, and E" isk

x equalk’ headk cons tailk.
As with the base case, {EQ;|TEMP;} will become headed by a classified equation in a

tlnite number of steps, if "false” does not occur (in which case termination occurs even
sooner). The list then looks like:

x: = ...; ...; x,;_, = ...; x„,,„ =...;{EQ;|TEMP;}.x,1=...;...;x}„= ....

Now we have the case of a simple list of length k-l attached by an equation (x sub new
= ...). Since k-l < n, by the induction hypothesis we have that the rewriting of the first

k equations in the above list terminates in a finite number of steps. As with the base
case, each newly-founded equation in the sublist {EQ;|TEMP;} will be absorbed by the

· sublist to its left in a finite number of steps. Since there are only a finite number of such
equations, the entire list will be rewritten into:

JC? = ...; ...;xßin

a finite number of steps.
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Since xl, ...,x}„ are distinct from xl, ...,x§ (since all occurrences of xl, ..., xl, in the other
equations must have been substituted by the corresponding right hand sides already
during interaction and shifting), the entire list is now a simple list. Therefore rewriting
terminates by Theorem 6.l.

Earlier in the proof we assumed that El and E„+,
’

are both binding a variable to a list.

Similar arguments also apply to the case where El and E,„+,
’

are both binding a variable
to a function. Therefore we have just proved Theorem 6.2.

Theorem 6.3. Any finite productive list (of equations) can be rewritten into a simple list
in a finite number of steps.

Proof
Let the productive list be

E2; E2; ...; En,

and let k (0 < k < n) be such that

Ei; Ezr
is a simple list and

E11 @3 ···i Ezri Ezr+i

is productive. By Theorem 6.2,
Er; Ern

can be rewritten into a simple list in a tinite number of steps. Let the resulting simple
list be

El; El,.

The complete list now looks like El; ...; El,; Em; ...; E„ .

With an argument similar to the above, the list will become E}; ...; Bd; Em; ...; E„ in a fi-

nite number of steps, where E}; ...; El, is an irreducible list.

Since n is finite, eventually in a linite number of steps every Eh., (1 5 i 5 n-k) is absorbed
and the list is transformed into a simple list.

Theorem 6.4 Any finite list of classilied equations can be transformed into an irreducible
list in a finite number of steps.

Proof
Follows directly from Theorems 6.l and 6.3. (Note that any list of classified equations

is either simple or productive.)

Theorem 6.5 A newly-founded equation can be rewritten into an irreducible list in a fi-
nite number of steps.

Proof _ _
Consider lirst the newly-founded equation being in the form

terml eq term2.
Let us look at the following two cases:
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Case 1. ”terml" and "term2" are both lists, or they are both general functions with the
same function name, and they both have finite length. The result of rewriting this list
would be

headl eq head2; taill eq tai12
or

arglistl temp arglist2
respectively, where "headi" is the head of the list "termi" (i = l, 2) and "taili" the tail,
and ”arglisti” is the argument list of the general function "termi". The second equation
list above ("arglistl temp arglist2”) becomes

argll eq arg2l ; ; arglk eq arg2k
in a fmite number of steps, where argij (i= 1,2; 1 S j S k) is the jth parameter in arglisti,
and k is the length of the parameter list (i.e., number of parameters) of arglisti. Of
course, this is assuming that arglistl and arglist2 have the same length, otherwise "false"
occurs.

If one of "headi", "tai1i", and "argij" is again a list or general function, then decompos-
ition continues. This process will terminate in a finite number of steps, for

”terml”
and

"tem12" have finite length, even if "false" does not occur. The list now looks like
termll eq term2l termlm eq term2m,

where each termij (i= 1,2; l S j S m) is a non-list and non-general function expression.
In other words, each equation in the above list becomes non newly-founded in one re-
write step. Since non—newly·founded equations eventually become classilied (since the
Boolean equations are absorbed in a finite number of steps), rewriting has produced a
finite classilied equation list in a linite number of steps. From Theorem 6.4, rewriting
terminates (unless "false" occurs in which case rewriting terminates even earlier).

Case 2. "terml" and "term2" are non-list and non-general function expressions. In one
rewrite step "terml eq term2" becomes non—newly—founded, and in zero or a fmite num-
ber of steps it becomes classiüed. Rewriting terminates by Theorem 6.4.

Recall that originally we assumed the form
terml eq term2

for the newly-founded equation in question. Now from the arguments in case 1, it is
obvious that rewriting terminates as well for the other form of newly-founded equations:

terml temp term2.

Theorem 6.6 For a finite list of newly-founded equations, rewriting terminates.

Proof
Suppose the equation list is of the form

termll equal term21; termln equal term2n
where "equal” is either "eq" or "temp". Now we construct a new equation

newtermll cons newterml2 cons cons newtermln
newterm2l cons newterm22 cons cons newterm2n,

where newterm ij (i = 1, 2; 1 Sj S n) is:

1. termij if "termlj eq term2j" was present in the original list.
2. f func (terrnij) if "termlj temp term2j" was present where

”f'
is a general function

name.

It is obvious that the original list can be derived from the newly constructed list in a li-
nite number of steps by making equal the corresponding arguments of the newly con-
structed lists. From Theorem 6.5, rewriting therefore terminates.
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Theorem 6.7 STAR is terminating.

Proof
This is directly deduced from Theorem 6.6, since all input data are fxnite lists of newly-
founded equations.

6.3. Conjluence e

Theorem 6.8 STAR is locally confluent.

Proof
Recall that STAR has a hierarchical data structure that includes a set of operators each
with a distinct precedence. This hierarchy guarantees that any arbitrary expression has
a unique grouping, and therefore only one subexpression will have the highest preced-
ence at any one time. Since Bertrand is designed such that the highest precedence sub-
expression is matched first, there will be no ambiguity (or alternative) for the rewriting
of any given expression. In other words, STAR is locally confluent.

Theorem 6.9 STAR is confluent.

Proof
Since STAR is both terminating and locally confluent, it is also confluent according to
Bundy [Bund 83].
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7. Results

ln this chapter we present some complete unilication examples to show how STAR
works. We will first show one example without arithmetic, then a more complicated
example with arithmetic. Next we show the factorial example to see how STAR fits in
a complete logic programming frame (unification + control). And finally we show how
we can run the factorial example backwards. We will show abbreviated traces for most
of the examples.

For an explanation of the terminology below, see Figure 3 in Chapter 5.

7.1. A Simple Example - Without Arithmetic

The input to STAR is as follows:
main{

f func ("X") eq f func ("Y")
f func (f func ("X")) eq "Y" ·

}
The following is an abbreviated trace showing how unification works for the above ex-
ample.—» "X" eq "Y";

f func ("X") eq f func ("Y");
f func (f func ("X")) eq "Y"

-» "X" varsim "Y";
f func ("X") eq f func ("Y");
f func (f func ("X")) eq "Y"

-» "X" varsim "Y";
"X" temp "Y";
f func (f func ("X")) eq "Y"—+ "X"varsimf

func (f func ("X")) eq "Y"—» "X" varsim "Y";
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"X”
varsim "Y";

f func (f func ("X")) eq "Y"

-» "X" varfin "Y";
f func (f func("X")) eq "Y"

-»
”X"

varfm "Y";
"Y" funsim f func (f func("X"))

—> false

Note that the last rewriting step fails because both left hand sides of the equations occur
in the right hand side of each other. This example shows that STAR has occur check
capability.

7.2. A More Complicated Example

The example we will consider here was heavily tested. There are five equations in the
input equation list and we have tested all of the 120 possible cases each having a distinct
order for the input equations. A11 cases gave semantically equivalent, correct answers
— although they do not look exactly the same, i.e., not syntactically identical.

The input for STAR looks like:
main{
"W" eq "Y"' cons "V" cons "nil";
"U" eq "Z" - 13;"U”

+ "Z" eq 17;
"X" eq "Y" cons"nil";"W"

eq "Z" + 5 cons
"X”

cons "nil"
}

An abbreviated trace for the above input is shown as follows. Note that when we have
”i,j"

before a group of equations, we mean this group was derived from interaction of ith
and jth equations in the previous group. Similar notes apply to all other numberings in
the comments.—»"W”

eq "Y" cons "V" cons "nil";
"U" eq "Z" · 13;
"U" + "Z" eq 17;"X”

eq "Y" cons "ni1”;"W”
eq "Z" + 5 cons "X" cons "ni1"

(convert 1 and 2)—>"W”
lissim "Y" cons "V";

"U" linsim 1** "Z" + + -13;
‘ "U" + "Z" eq 17;"X”

eq "Y" cons "ni1";"W”
eq "Z" + 5 cons

"X”
cons "nil"

(1,2 interaction twice)
l

-»"W" lissim "Y" cons "V";
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"U" Iinbar 1** "Z" + + -13;”U”
+

"Z”
eq 17;

"X" eq "Y" cons "nil";
"W” eq "Z” + 5 cons "X" cons "ni1"

(convert 3)
—»"W" lissim "Y" cons "V";

"U" linbar 1** "Z" + + -13;

"X" eq "Y" cons "nil";
"W" eq

"Z”
+ 5 cons "X" cons "ni1"

( 1, 2)
—>"W" lissim "Y" cons "V";

1** "Z" ++ -13 + "Z" -17 = 0;
"U" linbar 1** "Z" + + -13;
"X" eq "Y" cons "ni1";
"W" eq

"Z”
+ 5 cons "X" cons "ni1”

(1,2)
—>1**"Z" ++ -13 + "Z"- 17 = 0;

"W" lisbar "Y" cons "V";
"U" linbar 1** "Z" + + -13;
"X" eq "Y" cons "nil";
"W" eq "Z" + 5 cons "X" cons "ni1"

(reduce 1)
—»"Z" numsim 15;

"W" lisbar "Y" cons "V";
"U" linbar 1** "Z"+ + - 13;
"X" eq "Y" cons "nil";
"W" eq "Z" + 5 cons "X" cons "ni1"

(1,2)
-»”W" lisbar "Y" cons "V" cons "nil";

"Z" numbar 15;
"U" linbar 1** "Z"+ + - 13;
"X" eq "Y" cons "ni1";
"W" eq "Z" + 5 cons "X" cons "ni1"

(2,3)—>”W"
lisbar "Y" cons "V" cons "nil";

"U" numsim 2;
"Z" numün 15;
"X" eq "Y" cons "nil";

'

"W" eq "Z" + 5 cons "X" cons "nil"

(1, 2 interaction twice)
—>"W" lisbar "Y" cons "V" cons "nil";

"U" numbar 2;
"Z" numfin 15;
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”X"
eq "Y" cons "nil";

‘

"W” eq
”Z"

+ 5 cons
”X"

cons(converted4 interacts with 3)
—>"W" lisbar "Y" cons "V" cons "nil";

"U" numbar 2;
"X" lissim "Y" cons ”rril";
"Z" numfin I5;"W”

eq "Z" + 5 cons "X" cons "nil"

(2,3)
—>"W" lisbar "Y" cons "V" cons "nil";

"X" lissim "Y" cons "nil";
"U" numlin 2;
"Z" numfin 15;"W”

eq "Z" + 5 cons "X" cons "nil"

(1,2)
—+"X" lissim "Y" cons "nil";

"W" lisfin "Y" cons "V" cons "ni1";
"U" numfin 2;
"Z" numiin 15;
"W" lissim "Z" + 5 cons "X" cons "nil"

(4,5)
—»"X" lissim "Y" cons "nil";

"W" lisiin "Y" cons "V" cons "nil";
"U" numfin 2;
"W" lissim 20 cons "X" cons "nil";”Z"

numfin 15

(3,4)
—>"X" lissim "Y" cons "nil";

"W" lisfin "Y" cons "V" cons "nil";
"W" lissim 20 cons "X" cons "ni1";
"U" numfin 2;
"Z" numfin 15

(2,3; note new equations are generated here)
-»"X" lissim "Y" cons "nil";

"Y" cons "V" cons "nil" eq 20 cons "X" cons "nil";
"W" lisfin "Y" cons "V" cons "nil";
"U" numfin 2;
"Z" numlin I5

(convert 2)
—>"X" lissim "Y" cons "nil";

"Y" eq 20;
"V" cons "nil" eq "X" cons "nil";
"W" lisfin "Y" cons

”V"
cons "nil”;

"U" numfin 2;
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"Z" numfm 15

(l, 2 twice; convert 3)->”X"
gdsim 20 cons "nil";

"Y" numfin 20;"V”
eq "X";

"W” lisün
"Y”

cons
"V”

cons "nil";"U”
numfin 2;

"Z" numfin 15

(2,3)
—»"X" gdsim 20 cons "nil";

"V" varsim "X";
"Y" numfin 20;
"W" lisfin "Y" cons "V"cons"U"

numfln 2;"Z”
numfin 15

(1,2)
—»"V" gdsim 20 cons "nil";

"X" gdfin 20 cons "nil";"Y”
numiin 20;

"W" lisfln "Y" cons
"V”

cons "nil";
"U" numün 2;
"Z" numfin 15

(3,4)
—>"V" gdsim 20 cons "nil"; '

"X" gdfin 20 cons "nil";"W”
lisfin 20 cons

"V”
cons "nil";"Y”

numün 20;
"U" numün 2;
"Z" numfin 15

(2,3)
—»"V" gdsim 20 cons "nil"; ·

"W" lisfin 20 cons
"V”

cons "nil";
"X" gdfin 20 cosn "nil";"Y”

numfin 20;"U”
numfin 2;”Z"
numfln 15

(1,2)
—»"W” gdsim 20 cons (20 cons "ni1") cons "nil";

"V" gdün 20 cons "nil";
"X" gdün 20 cosn "nil";
"Y" numlln 20;
"U" numfin 2;
"Z" numfin 15
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Note that traditional unification would fail for this example, since "U+Z" would not
unify with 17. This example shows clearly how superior STAR is to traditional unifica—
tion algorithms.

7.3. Factorial Example

The factorial function in Prolog is written as followsz
factorial(0, 1).
factorial(_n, _ans) :-

_m is _n - 1,
factorial(_m, _ans 1 ),
_ans is _n * _ansl.

If we try to write the second rule above in a more straightforward fashion, it does not
work.

factoria1(_n, _ans) :-
factorial(_n - 1, _ansl),
_ans is _n * _ansl.

E
If we ask "factorial (3, _ans)," the program fails to give an answer, because 3 does not
unify with "_n - l". For the same reason, further optimization is also impossible:

f‘actorial(_n, _n * _ansl) :-
factorial(_n - l, _ansl).

STAR, however, with the addition of an appropriate control can easily handle the last
optimization.

The following is a trace for the running of the query, '
factorial(2, _U)

on the program

factorial(0, 1).
factorial(_n, _n * _x) :-

factorial(_n - 1, _x).

Note that STAR accepts variables in the form of literals, so in the following we shall
denote variables as capitalized literals.

lnitially we try to match the query with the first rule of the program, and get the fol-
lowing (initial) input for STAR:

main{
2 eq O; g
"U" eq 1
}

STAR returns "false" ("fa1se" occurs after converting
”2

eq O" into
”2

= O", which then
is rewritten into "false").
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The second rule, i.e., unify factorial(2, "U") with factorial(n, n * X), is now tried with
input:

main{
2 eq "Nl";
"U" eq "N1" * "Xl"
}

Note that we use X1, X2, ..., and Nl, N2, to represent variables that are involved
because we keep all the variables from the beginning to the end.

STAR gives the following as a result:
linsim 2** "X1"+ + O; "Nl" numfin 2

The control now tries to run the body of the second rule, i.e., to match the body of the
second rule with the first rule. The instantiated second rule follows:

factorial (N1, N1 * Xl) :- factorial (Nl - l, X1).

Therefore the following new equations are generated:
"Nl" - l eq 0; "Xl" eq l

Attach these new equations to the resulting equation list from the last call, and we have
the input equation list for our next call:

main{
"U" linsim 2 ** "X1" + + O;
"Nl" numfin 2;
"Nl" - 1 eq 0;
"Xl" eq l
}

We attach new equations to the end of the existing list, because otherwise the interaction
is incomplete. For example, ifwe have a list of equations as the output of STAR:

"X" numsim 4; "Y" numfin 5
and we have a new equation,

V

"Y" numsim 4,
attached to the beginning of the above list, hoping that the new list of equations

"Y” numsim 4; "X" numsim 4; "Y" numfin 5
will result in computation of a correct answer by the system. As the reader can see, after

one rewriting step, we will get
"X" numsim 4; "Y" numfin 4; "Y" numfin 5

which will not further instantiate any rewrite rule. Therefore, the inconsistency between
"Y" numfin 4

and
"Y" numfin 5

will not be detected. This problem is easily solved, however, by simply attaching all new
· equations to the end of the old list of equations. This way, each and every equation in

the old list will move rightward across each and every new equation, and the interaction

will be complete.

Let us return to the factorial problem. The last call results in "false", for we have ""Nl"
numfin 2" and

””Nl"
- l eq 0".
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Now we try the second rule, and get the following new equations:
"Nl" - 1 eq "N2"; "Xl" eq

"N2”
* "X2"

Attaching these to the end of the old list of equations, we have:

main{
"U" linsim 2 ** "X1" + + 0;"N1”

numfin 2;
"Nl" - l eq "N2";

}

Running STAR with the above input, we get the result:

"U" linbar 2** "X2"+ + 0;
"Xl" linfin 1** "X2”+ + 0;
"N2" numfin 1;
"N1" numfin 2

Next we try to match the body of the second rule with the first rule, and the second rule
now looks like:

factorial("N2", "N2" * "X2") :- factorial("N2" - 1, "X2").

The new equations from this matching are:
"N2" - 1 eq 0; "X2" eq 1

which, when attached to the old list, make the new input:

main{
"U" linbar 2** "X2"+ + 0;”Xl"

linfin 1** ”X2"+ + 0;
"N2" numfin 1;
"Nl" numfin 2;
"N2" - l eq 0;
"X2" eq 1
}

The resulting list of equations is as follows:

"X1" numsim 1;
"U" numfin 2;
"X2" numfin 1;
"N2" numfin 1;
"N1” numfin 2

‘

Since all variables are now bound to numbers, we have finished the original query,
factoria1(2, "U"), and the answer is : "U" = 2. Unfortunately, STAR does not know

which variables are intermediate and which are ”desired,” so we have to extract the final

answer by hand. This is just an implementation detail, not part of the unification pro-

cedure. (See Figure 5 for an overview of the process.)
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7.4. Running Factorial Backward

In this section we show a superb feature of STAR - how it can run the factorial func-
tion in reverse.

Traditional unification systems would fail when 2 (i.e., _ans) is unilied with _n * l (i.e.,
_n * _ansl). With the arithmetic capability, however, STAR is able to reverse running
of the factorial function.

To make it easy for the reader, we only run a simple query:
factorial(_N, 2).

With a similar process to that of Section 7.3, i.e., repeated unification with an incre-
mented equation list, we eventually get the answer _N = 2. We will not show the trace
here. See Figure 7.2 for an outline of how STAR computes the answer.

An example (backward factorial) that fails shows the lirnitations of our system. The
query factorial(_W,5) sends the system

‘
into an inlinite loop. STAR generates the ap-.

propriate equations in answer to the queries, but there is always one more unknown
variable than the number of equations. ln addition, one of the original equations gen-
erated is non-linear; therefore as STAR generates new equations, the number of which
is the same as the number of variables occurring in them, the non-linear equation never
becomes linear, and STAR always returns a set of unsolved equations. Thus, the com-
putation continues without getting any answer. ln fact, the non-linear equation be-
comes more and more complicated as we generate more and more queries rather than
becoming linear and solvable.

l STAR performs each uniücation; recursive calls are performed manually.
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8. Conclusions

In this thesis we have developed a theory to incorporate function evaluation into unifi-
cation by solving simultaneous equations. The theory is implemented using a stratified
term rewriting system, STAR. We have therefore been able to create a system that
unifies terms combining symbolic and numeric computations. STAR integrates sym-
bolic and numeric computations into one theory at such a low level that in the imple-
mentation a uniform inference procedure solves the unification problem rather than

. requiring two independent procedures that call each other. We have achieved the ideal
of treating simple arithmetic functions and purely symbolic computations (on trees, for
example) as essentially the same process. We have shown that stratified term rewriting
systems can be powerful enough to implement the core of logic programming languages.

With STAR, we can add new functions to the system with reasonable ease. To incor-
porate a new function into unification, we must be able to describe the semantics of the
function as a relational specification (such as an equational theory). Then STAR code
to solve expressions involving the new function must be written and integrated into the
arithmetic unifier. The new code would work by implementing a constraint satisfaction
system based on the relational semantics of the function specification. These require-
ments can be handled by STAR with relative ease due to its type structures and capa- ·

bility for constructing constraint satisfaction languages. Examples of possible such
functions are combinations of the already defined numeric operations and inequalities.

In this thesis, we have demonstrated the superiority of stratified term rewriting tech-
niques over narrowing and conditional term rewriting systems (let alone conventional
term rewriting systems). Narrowing and conditional term rewriting are normally used
to describe an equational theory only, rather than to implement (conventional) unifica-

tion let alone to integrate the two. We have been able to integrate logic and functional
programming in a way that none of the other systems have been able to achieve.
Therefore STAR with its added capabilities appears to be more powerful than other term
rewriting and narrowing systems. Stratified term rewriting techniques thus form a whole
new field of study unto themselves. From a computational complexity point of view,

STAR's non-linear equation reduction algorithm is inefficient (exponential in fact). But
ifmost of the equations are reasonably simple, the actual cost should be much less than
the worst case. If the programmer wants to solve many difficult non-linear equations,

' then STAR will run very slowly.

We note from an analysis of STAR's deficiencies some areas of future improvements and
research. An obvious improvement is the generalization of the "is” operator so that we
do not have to spend as much effort as we do now on binding the variables. An im-
provement specific to Bertrand would be the addition of a string comparison function8. Conclusions 67



that would save a great amount of computational time; currently our system contains
about 2500 (out of a total of 7500) rewrite rules just to compare strings. These two ef-
ficiency improvements should greatly speed up the algorithm although the availability
of an appropriate "is" operator will violate the interaction rules comprising a large part
of STAR. That is, we would need major changes to the algorithm should we have a
workable "is" operator. Another promising research area would be to create a stratified
term rewriting system that handles both control and unilication - i.e., a complete
equational logic programming implementation. We are already able to handle the
unification part, so all that is left is formulation of the control component as a term re-
writing system.
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